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and public, is a fair field and no favors, the right to stand renditions of the most difficult musical works extant, has 
or fall as artist, not as prodigy. been the~object of much comment, and great stresB has 
Mr. Perry’s general education was acquired in regular often been laid upon it, probably because it is the point 
schools for the seeing, all lessons being learned through in which a sightless performer would be assumed most 
the medium of some, fellow-student, who read them liable to failure; but it is the superficial auditor who 
aloud. The only exception to this rule was two years would give undue attention to this quality ofMr.BPerry’s 
spent at the Perkins Institute for the blind in South work, for, both in theory and practice, he universally 
Boston, wMch he regards as the least useful and valuable keeps the technicalities of his art in the background, 
years of his life. When in Europe, he continued his happily subordinate to all musical effects, and none of 
 r.-»Perr ‘
a .
academic studies, concentrating chiefly upon languages j 
and aesthetics. To the latter science he gave great atten¬ 
tion, on account of its bearing upon all Branches of art 
our great artists is more severe and uncompromising in 
his condemnation of mere virtuosity on the pianoforte. 
In his professional work Mr. Perry’s specialty is the 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
Edward Baxter Perry, the well-known blind 
pianist of Boston, the originator and chief repre¬ 
sentative of the pianoforte lecture recital, is at 
present thirty-four years of age, and is enjoying 
the full Hood-tide of a national prominence and 
popularity. Both in his personality and profession, 
Mr. Perry has been the object of much interest 
and comment; his peculiar and difficult position 
having made the tax upon bis talents and his 
exertions doubly strenuous, and his success, there¬ 
fore, the more pronounced and conspicuous. 
When first known to the writer, as a sightless 
child, the eldest son of parents of unusual intelli- 
gence and cultivation, Mr. Perry already evinced y$. 
those characteristics which have won him his . '0. 
present prominence. The same quick and keen Bi 
susceptibility to the beautiful in every form; the 0 
same warm, rich, and profound emotional nature; 
the same inborn capacity for expression through -sf 
music and literature; and these are the qualities ,/B 
of older date and deeper root than his technical 0$ 
studies and professional development, which form 
to-day the distinguishing characteristics of his 
artistic personality. Even in youth, Mr. Perry M. 
never viewed life as other than earnest and digni- B 
fied. He never approached art in any other atti- <£ 
tude than that of the reverential devotee. He 
never swerved from a native and unimpeachable 
allegiance to romance, poetry, love, ideality, emo- 
tion. He is one of those rare and singular natures £ 
found in the front ranks of all professions in all 
ages, of whom it is said, “They were never young, 
and they will never grow old. The responsibilities 
and the tragedies of life weighed upon them at 
six; its beauties and its affections will support 
them at sixty.” 
Mr. Perry's recent articles on the “ Education 
of the Blind,” in the Century Magazine, have 
drawn public attention to the sightless as a class, 
and excited much discussion as to the validity of his 
theories of independence for the blind, and their exem¬ 
plification in his own ease. It is well known that Mr. 
Perry, though totally devoid of sight, entered as a boy into 
all the games and exercises of his companions—that he 
would run, row, skate, swim, and ride horseback; and 
that in later years he has not only fulfilled all the minor 
* duties of private and professional life, but spent several 
years alone in Germany in the further study of Ins art, 
traveling all over the Continent of Europe, and sirbe his 
return makes annually concert tours, often of three 
months duration;- throughout his own country, without 
traveling companion or need of one. 
It is, however, though matter of interest to outsiders, 
unfair to Mr. Perry,: to dwell upon blindness in any 
review of his personal history or artistic career ; for he 
has labored strenuously and heroically to obliterate this 
fact from his life and work, and with such success that 
he has fully established himself as the only blind per¬ 
former ever admitted by fellow musicians and music 
critics to a leading place among the virtuosi of his day. 
Mr. Perry was never known to advertise his blindness, 
though, as may easily be seen, the fact would often ada 
to the size of his audiences ; and is seriously displeased 
if the point is mentioned By any manager in advance 
notices, or by any critic in reviewing his concerts. The 
one thing he has always urgently claimed from press 
work, and attended the regular University course of lecture recital: That is, a regular concert programme 
lectures on the subject by Professor Yischer, the leading of piano works, accompanied by an informal lecture, 
iEsthetician of Germany. In languages he made a special centering chiefly about the compositions presented, but. 
study of German, French and Italian, acquiring such touching incidentally upon all points of interest in the 
command of the two former that during his teaching lives and characters oi the great masters, and running 
season in Boston, he gives musical instruction in either into the fundamental principles of art and esthetics* Mr. 
I to such pupils as desire practice in the language, ^ and Perry was led to introduce the lecture in connection with his 
I familiarity with its forms of musical expression, with a recitals for two main reasons: First, because of the light 
B: esteem in which piano music is held by too large a 
proportion of the public, who regard it, either as a 
pleasing pastime on the one hand, or as the most 
approximate and fruitful field for virtuosity on the 
other. Second, on account of the prevalent ob- 
tusenessdn regard to the enlightened comprehen¬ 
sion and enjoyment of musical works. In his 
remarks, Mr. Ferry impresses upon his hearers, 
with strong and ^stirring emphasis, the dignity 
and value of music from a genuine art standpoint, 
and of all art from the standpoint of humanity, 
thus securing from his hearers a keener interest 
and more profound attention. He, furthermore, 
gives in words his own interpretations of the works 
presented, with felicitous illustrations and sug¬ 
gestions, so that, for the first time in the experi¬ 
ence of many, the barriers go down betweeffmere 
physical sound and the soul, and the audience 
catches the inspiration and the earnest mood of the 
artist. 
In the lecture recital, it is doubtful whether Mr. 
Perry will ever have a real rival. _ The majority 
of our leading concert pianists being foreigners, 
are obviously prohibited from attempting to hold 
the attention of an audience through the medium 
of an alien tongue ; and among those that remain^ 
it would be rare indeed to find a second happy 
combination of all the various qualities which 
ensure success in the rSle of lecturer Bnd pianist. 
Mr. Perry has always made Boston his profes¬ 
sional headquarters, though he is equally well- 
known throughout the Middle and Western States, 
by means of his frequent and extensive concert 
tours. These began about ten years ago, and at 
first consisted of a brief circuit of only a dozen to 
a score of engagements. In the past few seasons^ 
however, they have increased, until he fills three 
months every fall and a supplementary tripin the 
Bpring with*, concerts and recitals, covering annu¬ 
ally >11 the ground from the Atlantic coast to. the 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. Rocky Mountains. During the winter and spring 
* he is definitely located in Boston, where he teaches 
I view to study later in foreign parts. His extensive read-1 a class of advanced pupils, and plays only in that imme-  .
ing in the several languages furnishes abundant material diate vicinity. By far the larger proportion of his 
for the lectures which coalesce so happily with his piano engagements are for lecture recitals at leading colleges 
work. and conservatories throughout the country, anaof these 
Mr. Perry’s special musical studies were begun in he has given nearly one hundred the present season. 
Boston, am. continned in Europe, under the direction of Although he has small leisure for composition, Mr. 
private instructors exclusively. It is needless to state Perry has written some of the most meritorious works, 
that he does not play by ear, having always memorized ever published in. this country, and ^ probably no other 
all music, having it read aloud from the notes. He takes American composition is so frequently heard in concert 
everything at a first reading, having acquired great facil- as his beautiful Fantasy, “ Die Lorelei, His writings^ 
ity by practice, and has never yet been criticised for the are eminently subjective, and distingni: ie< jr the sa 
false memorization of a single measure. While,in Ger- emotional warmth, poetry and passion which chgrac- 
many he stndied with the usual list of great masters in terize his playing, ana his personality. As writer afso.fee 
-bis art, with Knllak, Pruckner, Liszt and Clara Schu- has marked abilities and considerable reputation. During 
mann, and played in concert in Berlin, Frankfort, Stutt- the past few years he has written upon miscellaneous 
gart, and other leading cities. During his sojourn in topics for a number of the leading Boston and New York f rt, a tn r l am cities, .u ri ms s j r i t ics iur  u uei. ^ 
Berlin, he gave, by special invitation, a recital for the papers, and contributed to divers musical journals. Ucca- 
late Emperor of Germany, an honor which no American sional articles from his pen have appeared m the columns 
pianist has ever shared. of the Etude. . . . ... 
Mr. Perry’s playing has always been notable for two To the many students who have come in contact witfi 
main points, one physical, the other psychical, beauty of him as instructor, to' his numerous audiences throughout, 
tone and of interpretation. The first due largely no the “country, to the large class of the struggling ; ‘ \ 
doubt to the circumstances which have endowed him Edward Baxter Perry has been an inspiring example, ot 
with an over-sensitive ear. The second to that serious- the inherent capacity of the human soul, even witn^tfee 
ness and warmth of personal temperament to which we' odds against it doubled, to wring from life its Inguest 
have alluded. His special teohmcal proficiency, which worth and rewards. _ .. — 
enables him to present with perfect ease the most finished 
50 THE BTTJD 
EDITOBIAL NOTES. 
* How little good literature there is on the subject of 
piano playing and piano music. There is writing enough 
of all sorts except of the useful sort. “Of the making 
’ of books there is no end,” but most of these books have 
very little. practical value. Some are eloquent, but 
'untrustworthy; some are sensible, but Btupid and badly 
■written; others are senseless, and utterly worthless. 
Considering the number of excellent essays that have 
appeared in special journals, it is remarkable that bo 
little of real value concerning piano music is yet to be 
found in book form. There are a few good books on 
, this subject, but they may easily be counted on one’s 
fingers. 
Too much of Schubert’s piano music is neglected in 
these days. What if the sonatas are a little prolix? 
• What if the composer does find it difficult to confine 
himself to the conventional number of subjects and 
accessories, why should we continue to talk pedantry in 
the presence of such a genius? Schubert’s Sonata in 
A minor is one of’the most charming pianoforte com¬ 
positions in all the world. The first movement is 
especially beautiful. It opens with a solemn theme in 
A minor—a theme that reminds us of Beethoven in its 
earnestness. It is a master stroke at the very outset. 
It is easy to read in the first page the story of a genius 
who has suffered much. Only the man of sorrow ever 
finds original expression for such profound emotions. 
But Schubert talks to us calmly about his grief. He 
looks through it all to the peace that must come after a 
r while. Unlike some modern composers, he never drives 
us into a frenzy with his hysterical shrieks. He is capa¬ 
ble of seeing more than one side of life. “Sorrow 
may endure for the night, but joy cometh in the morn¬ 
ing.’’ Such music is the expression of a healthy mind. 
It may be romantic, but it is not morbid. Let the 
pianist devote a little, more time to the study of Schubert 
and a little less to Liszt. 
Study musical history as if it were something better 
than the- jhistory of chess. It is worth very little to be 
able to mention the names of one thousand great musi¬ 
cians, with the dates of all the principal events of their 
Jives, and a-catalogue of all their principal works. It 
is not worth a brass button to know that Beethoven was 
born in 1770, that he composed nine symphonies., that 
the first was in C, etc., etc. Such knowledge might have 
passed for something in other days, but it means nothing 
in our day. History has been defined as “a record of 
facts that throw light on human progress ; ” but such a 
record must mark, and describe, and explain all change 
and growth in human affairs. Sir John Hawkins’ 
“History of Music” is nothing more than a collection 
• of materials for history. The same may be said of 
many other volumes purporting to be historical'in char¬ 
acter. The history of music is the history of the progress 
of the human mind, from the simple chants of the early 
church fathers to the elaborate musical products of the 
nineteenth century. It is a description of musical evo¬ 
lution. It has to do with all the influences, political, 
social, educational and religious, that have acted as 
forces in this wonderful growth. Great men do not 
make epochs, epochs make great men. 
No wonder Dr. Johnson despised history. In his 
day it was only a record of dates and reports. To-day 
it is a profound study. ' Onjy within recent times has it 
attained the dignity of a science. 
“ The plowman homeward wends his weaiy way,” 
but the music teacher never “wends,” he is always in 
tbe fielcL- Day and night he works. When he eats or 
sleeps, nobody knows. The professor of Latin in a first- 
class college thinks his task rather arduous if he. spends 
four hours a day, five days of the week, in the class 
room. But the -teacher of music is fortunate if he 
doesn’t have to teach seven or eight hours. 
Some of the most famous teachers in America teach 
- eight hours,-six dayB in the week. Add to this the 
number of hours they must practice in order to keep up 
their own technique, the-time they must spend in public 
concertizing and in private entertainments, and the 
church work so many attend to on Sunday—playing the 
organ or directing choirs, the position of the musician, 
is no sinecure. Some of the busiest men in America 
are musicians. There is a teacher in Boston who teaches 
six days, about six hours a day, delivers innumerable 
lectures, writes for a half-dozen papers, attends scores 
of concerts every month, reviews quantities of new 
music, and writes new books at his leisure. He never 
appears overworked, however. It is remarkable how 
much work some men can do. 
Everywhere there is a demand for successful teachers. 
It is not enough that one has been subjected to severe 
training. It is not enough that the musical faculties 
have been developed, and that great skill in playing has 
been acquired. Success in teaching depends on many 
things. The man who would teach music, must, of 
course, have musical education; but his success does 
not depend upon his education alone. Does he repel 
his patrons and pupils by his methods or his manners ? 
Is he coarse and ill-bred, with all his pianistic skill ? Is 
he uncouth and careless in personal appearance, in 
dress, in behavior, in language ? Is he conceited, super¬ 
cilious and cynical ? Does he have much to say about 
himself? does he tell you how great he is, what wonder¬ 
ful things he has done, what remarkable scenes he has 
figured in, what applause he has won everywhere ? Has 
he heard all the great musicians, players and singers ? 
does he know them personally ? has he given them all 
valuable suggestions and received their tearful thanks ? 
Does he tell you exactly how every artist plags, how 
he interprets everything, where he is weak and where he 
is strong? In other words, is'he idiotically disagreeable 
in spite of-his real attainments? Then, he is a failure 
as a teacher ? He may succeed with a certain number 
of giddy and light-headed- boys and girls who-bask in 
the sunlight of idiocy, and mistake it for the warmth of 
genius. But sensible people despise or pity him, and 
gladly avoid him if possible. The true teacher must 
attract and not repel. He must be modest and gentle, 
refined and dignified, gentlemanly, and forgetful of self. 
In other words, he must at least act like a man with 
urains. He must take it for granted that other people 
are at least respectably intelligent, and capable of exer¬ 
cising some degree of judgment. 
Some one has been playing the violin next door for 
the last half hour. It was not the most artistic playing, 
but it carried us away into' dreamland, so sweet and 
plaintive were the melodies. And now we find ourselves 
wishing that some one could devise a method by which 
the pianist could acquire something of that same singing 
tone, that same sustained legato, that is so much like 
the human voice. In no other respect do pianists 
differ more than in this. Some play everything staccato, 
employing different degrees, it is true, but making their 
legato only a less decided staccato. It is here that the 
mediocre musician always fails. Beal talent is rare— 
the disposition to produce a pure legato is one indica¬ 
tion of it. This involves smoothness, evenness, firm¬ 
ness. It might be well for every pianist to spend a part 
hi3 time playing the organ. Organists are usually so 
much more careful in legato playing that their piano 
playing also partakes of the same quality. A trained 
ear can usually detect the piano playing of an organist 
by this very characteristic quality. The proper manage-, 
ment of the sustaining pedal contributes greatly to the 
legato effect. It is bad enough to use the pedal indis¬ 
creetly, but it is too much like frivolity not to use it all. 
Much has been said about the rules for the use of the 
pedal. Certainlythere is no harm in laying down rules; 
but it is doubtful if any sort of instruction can be made 
useful to the student whose very soul would not revolt 
against the misuse of the pedal—rule or no rule. Given- 
a musical nature, and the student will almost uncon¬ 
sciously employ the pedal correctly; without this in¬ 
herent musicianship, no rules will supply the deficiency. 
Speaking of pedals reminds us what a certain eminent 
professor has to Bay about the use of the so-called “ soft 
pedal.” He says that in the Grand piano it produces a 
softer” tone, on the Upright a “thinner,” and on 
the Square a “ dull and unmusical tone, to be used in 
cases of sickness only.” 
“ Brevity is the soul of wit.” But it is not the sole in- 
gredient; for some abbreviations are neither witty nor 
wise. Many a young pianist has the temptation to leave 
out certain passages in standard compositions because 
they are not “interesting;” or because they are rather 
difficult, or because the “ piece is too long, anyway.” If 
a particular passage appears less beautiful than the rest 
of the piece, give it all the more earnest and thoughtful 
study. Especially if the work be that" of a master, be 
sure that nothing can be omitted without damage to the 
whole. The passage that appears least beautiful at first 
often becomes the most striking and ^indispensable 
master stroke of the whole when it is thoroughly under¬ 
stood. The passages that please us best on the first 
reading are frequently the most commonplace thoughts 
in the work. Never trust a hasty criticism—a super¬ 
ficial acquaintance—a first reading. Look for the most 
preciouB thoughts in the most obscure passages. Pierce 
into the depths; don’t be satisfied with what appears on 
the surface, the fountain is underneath. 
If the passage is only difficult, that is the poorest 
excuse in the world for omitting it. On the other hand, 
it is an additional reason why you should master it, if it 
is possible; everything is possible when the soul is in 
earnest. Be ashamed, if you are afraid of anything 
because it appears difficult. Do you think that it might 
be made simple enough if you only had a better teacher, 
or if your circumstances were better, or if something 
were present which is absent? It is all a mistake. 
Teachers can never smooth your way; favorable cir¬ 
cumstances can never conquer your battles for you. 
Difficulties only vanish when they are opposed by an 
unbending will and a quiet determination. "Everything 
but idleness is too much of a trial for the coward ; noth¬ 
ing, not even death, causes the hero, the genius, to flinch. 
ATTEMPTING TOO MUCH. 
It is my opinion that very many of the pianists of the 
present day attempt to perform too many different com¬ 
positions in public. I had the great privilege of hearing 
Thalberg and Gottschalk perform many times in concerts 
and recitals, and I remember that they played compara¬ 
tively few compositions in public, but. what they did 
play was executed and expressed iffarTShsolutely fault¬ 
less manner. , _ . 
The performance of a composition is effective in pro¬ 
portion as its execution Beems as spontaneous as an im¬ 
provisation. It is said that Thalberg never played a piece 
in public until he had practiced it for a year, and that he 
was never known to strike a wrong note. 
This very perfection of executive ability has sometimes 
been urged as a proof that Thalberg had not the “ fire of 
genius,” and that Liszt and Rubinstein both possessed 
“genius” and “often struck wrong notes.” It is a de¬ 
fect all the same; and, although a performer may have 
what is called “ genius,” and yet strike wrong notes, yet 
striking wrong notes is not an indication of “genius.” 
Gottschalk was a “genius,” and I do not remember ever 
hearing him play carelessly.—John Francis Gilder. 
With music and poetry twin sisters among the muses, 
one would expect to find musicians generally fond of 
poetry, and poets ardently attached to music. This is, 
however, far from being the case. Neither Bach nor 
Handel were great lovers of poetry, and if Beethoven 
was greatly moved by Schiller’s “Ode to Joy,” it was 
and often merely took poems as so many pegs w lereon 
to hang melodies. Dr. Johnson disliked music, as did 
Dean Swift (to glance at the other side of t k.iect), 
and many of the most eminent poets and litt6rate< 11 ha re 
had but the merest toleration for the art. 
Notable exceptions to this, however, were S 
and Milton. Shakespeare continually proves himself a 
music lover of good taste and culture, while Milton never 
speaks of music without becoming enthusiastic and im¬ 
pressive. Music was his most cherished recreation, and 
in the later days of his life, bb;>> , old, poor and for¬ 
saken, he: found consolation at the organ and allow id 
music to carry him into a world which was less-harsh to 
him than the one in which he was forced to dwell awhile. 
CHEERFULNESS. We know from experience that there are many teach- 
(fc ■ -•■--■■■ " era whose life’s .work has become a burden to them, and 
.. „/ __ 80 we have met young people who are on & fair way to 
This is one of the necessary qualifications of a sue- reack thg same condition. To do Buck good is the object 
ssful teacher. Of the lesser graces, says a ymter, 0f these lines. Turn over a new leaf, resist your inclina- 
n'.A MAMA ABNA*ltlAl VIATIA KKO TVI nVO nTAft h XT AT ATI 1 _ _ _ _ ' - L . * 
cessf l t r. “ f t  l ss r r s,” sa s  writ r, 
“ hone are more essential, none are more worthy of cul¬ 
tivation. ” Cheerfulness is the warm, cheery sunlight 
that brightens up the dark places in life’s changeful 
events. It is a means of rubbing off the sharp edges that 
would otherwise cut us in our intercourse with men. _ It 
is a cordial that sweetens the bitterness of the cup of life, 
speed of quarter notes, andante f other notes accordingly, 
s This is very important. 
h Don’t stumble or hesitate, even at a first reading. If 
acb the sa e condition. To do Bnch good is the object you do, you may be quite sure that you are practicing too 
'these lines. Turn over a ne  leaf, resist your inclina- fast.' Take it at a slower tempo. 
ms, watch yonrself every hour of the day. Thus may Don’t begin twice. Look at the piece carefully, and tion u _ 
you cultivate good cheer, one of the best paying roomers begin with the firm resolve that you will not stop, no 
you may have in your heart.—Musical World. matter what happens. 
___ Don’t play out of time. Tou should be able to count 
-As the conveying of the ideas of things (here first Pj^e, giving the proper 
and foremost those of pitch and time) is in the early 1 Counting aloud is the best way to 
stages of teaching a slow process, which, as I hare ,C0Tr£Ct V*®-8 of *e- Schumann says: “ Play 
-already said, should not be outran by monkey-like or time ! The playmg of many mrteost is like the gait 
—As the conveying of the ideas of things (here first lftt|<rrtl § i* 
which all of us must drink. It is. a; magnet that draws and fore ost those of pitch and ti e) is in the early acaQ;re correct i 
the kindly feelings of others toward us, it is the means , , v ‘ i 
n. . • . . __ • . i._r  : .  n -i ._ l— „—in n  I xn  i 
of making us welcome in the bosses of mourning as well already said, should not be outrun by monkey-like or £ a drunkard I ” ‘8UKeu‘eg8“ 
as in the houses of joy. Cheerfulness is a good monitor parrot-like performances, there will be always time Don’t play where rests are marked. Yon might as well 
in the school room, and it is a great help to him who enough for laying the foundation of a sound technique . . _jk t! . e 
gives private instruction. It is a health preserver and a by a regular course of finger gymnastics in the case of ,fc r t a f oyer and oye Hke a macbine 
powerful aid to keep youthful in spirit and in manners, players, and of lung, throat and mouth gymnastics ra wonnd Qp tP foPyer> Seek carefuI’ly for the d;fficait 
Surely the music teacher has many things to try him, the case of singers. One hoars methodical drill ad- _„„_j__.1_j_*:__.1_ 
many things stretch the cord of his patience to its utmost vances a pianist more than a whole year’s unmethodical 
limit, but cheerfulness is like elasticity, it helps ns to sprawling.' By long doing a thing ill you will never 
regain our equilibrium. Good cheer is a regulator and learn to do it right. This method, though it may seem 
a disciplinarian in the home, in the school and in the a roundabout way, is in reality a short cut. The im- 
sick room. Cheer is to life what the oil is to the running patient desire for immediate results has done in the past, 
machine. Good cheer is needed at all times, under all iB doing at present, and will do in the future, incaleula- 
circumstances, and for these reasons we commend it to ble harm. 
music teachers. Many a hard-working man and many --- 
an earnest and faithful woman have lost support, or have SOME MUSICAL DOH’TS. 
failed to gain it, because of a lack of cheerfulness. Many _ 
such were cheerful in earlier life, but the spirit of joy was IN general. 
crushed out of them, arid that by hard-hearted and un- Don’t begin your studies with the idea that long and 
feeling teachers or by injudicious parents. Others have ■ -J 
the spirits taken out of their fives by adversity, by afflic- P Don,t th?nPkj the hand, That it wilUlwaVs be 
tion ?md by bitter ^dsBappointments. .... . an irksomp task to go to your daily practice. After a 
Says a writer : The fact hat ew men can do their f m0nths of watchful care, the habit of practicing is 
best work or think their best thoughts unless a cheerful f d and the p il doe8 hig daily work with growing 
spirit animates them, should be sufficient reason for set- 8ati8facti0n * 
ting in motion every cause which produces such a, spirit.” Don’t leave the length of your practice-time to chance. 
It is true that they cannot by an effort of the will change Set rt aQ man hours Mprae&ce (from one to four), 
doleful discontentmtoahappy and genial frame of mmd &nd not aUJ fhat u s]^ortenedi even for a 
open those of the other. A teacher’s work has many 
strict about t^iiS trials, yes, it has many dark spots, but it has also many ^ ‘ 
bright sides, and should we not look more at the latter * of position. 
than at the former ? The secret and unseen trials of a Don’t make perpetual obeisance to the instrument, 
teacher’s fife are sure to rob him of his cheer, unless he Sit upright, and yield easily to the movements required 
watches himself and refreshes his inind and heart by by the execution of the piece, 
looking constantly at the high mission of his work. Un- Don’t be eccentric ; don’t be stiff, 
happiness often rusts us out. At first it is a mere spot, Don’t arch your knuckles like nnto the hack of a 
but soon it spreads, unless the little rnst is quickly rubbed camel. The back of the hand, to the middle joint of the 
off and the affected spot brightened. To let the rust .fingers, must be nearly level. The remainder of the 
Bpread is equal to destroying one’s usefulness and hap- fingers must be carved under, but not too far. Keep the 
piness. . wrist level also, especially in playing octaves. 
Good cheer keeps the teacher youthful thougli his hair Don’ t play with your fingers sticking straight out. 
be sprinkled with gray. The faces of cheerful teachers That is a natural position for a bunch of radishes, but 
are pleasant to see and their voices are like music to the not so desirable for a pianoforte player. Shape the 
ear. Such teachers _establish an .atmosphere of love, fingers like so many little hammers, and strike the keys 
around them, and little ones delight to dwell in it. W5th the points. 
Their cheerfulness is an active force which works silently Don’t stiffen any of the muscles of the hand or wrist, 
but also surely. It is impossible to play well with a stiff hand or wrist. 
Keep alive in your hearts the love for work, and above The pair of cords running down the centre of the inner 
all the love for your pupils. This leads to cheerfulness. 8;de of the wrist must not protrude much. If they do, 
Keep away from evil and set yourself into communi- you may be certain that the wrist is stiff, 
cation with everything that is good, in your reading as Don’t constrain the hand. Play always with relaxed 
well as in your social intercourse. To love to do what muscles. The wrist must be easy and loose, 
we are called upon to dp makes us as well as all- those Don’t bring the weight of the arm and stiffened wrist 
around us happy. To dislike duty makes ourselves, our to belp the- strength of the fingers in finger passages, 
duty as well as those for whom and with whom we work, p]ay withthe strength of the fingers alone. All else 
unhappy. No one loves an unwilling and a grumbling mU8t fie loose and easy. ^jJSsr- 
workman. Let us as teachers adapt ourselves to situa- Don’t leave this to chance, but begin each day’s 
tions and to our surroundings in life, let us. strive to practice with exercises for obtaining a loose wrist, or in 
overcome all difficulties in our professional fife as well octaves., if the student’s hand be large enough, 
as our shortcomings of character. In other words, let ■ jW 
us be masters of the situation, let ns keep in good cheer, 0N practicing technic. ), exercises. 
especially in the face of difficulties, and we are sure to Don’t begin to practice with two hands together at 
do more good than by pursuing the opposite course, first. Always take the hands separately. ' They may be 
Would you smile and be cheerful when you do not feel united when each hand can execute its part perfectly, 
like it, said a teacher to us. To be polite and cheerful Don’t attack a passage at too great speed. On the 
under all circumstances is not deception, it is simply self- contrary, great deliberation is necessary. One sixteenth 
control. When the proper occasion arises we may also note per second, counting two to each, is about the proper 
become severe, but we should never be chronic grumblers rate of speed. This may be quickened gradually, until 
and complainers.' No teacher has a right to be gloomy the limit of clear execution is reached. Bear in mind 
1 W .1. 5 J J? i/I _ __ __ _ _ J* ,1 • 1 1 __ _ _J» _A _ r   J *  
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S E SIO L ’TS. 
I  GENERAL. 
on’t begin your studies ith the idea that long and 
persevering practice is at first a very amusing thing. 
Don’t think, on the other hand, that it will always be 
an irkso g task to go to r daily practice. fter a 
few onths of atchful care, the habit of practicing is 
formed, and the pupil does his daily work with growing 
satisfaction. 
on’t leave the length of your practice-ti e to chance. 
Set apart so many hours for1 practice (from one to four), 
and do not allow that time to be shortened, even for a 
single day, especially for the first few months. Be vesy 
h s. 
sthodical P*88®!68 an<^ practice them a dozen times oftener than the 
11 never re8^ Do this each time that you play the piece through, 
lav seem Don’t begin exactly at the difficulty. Attack it a 
Thn im. mea8ure or ao before, and in this way connect tjie more. 
.1 ■ easy portion with the difficult. 
lcula’ Don’t abandon this method. Practice every piece in 
- . ' this way as long as you continue to use it. 
OF MEMORIZING. 
Don’t answer a request to play, by the statement that 
you “ can’t play without your music.” All your pieces 
should be memorized, 
l Don’t think that the gift of musical memory is shared 
li by only a few. I have never yet met any student who 
tl was unable to memorize, when properly taught. Memory 
is like a muscle ; if you do not use it, it will be weak; 
d constant exercise alone makes it strong, 
Don’t memorize the printed notes upon i:he page. 
You will never succeed in doing it perfectly, and will soon 
a , forget. They are only signs for things to be done. Why 
not remember the things themselves ? 
? Don’t try, to memorize the printed notes. Memorize 
-vi&ry the shapes of the various chords won the keyboard ; 
the course which each melody takes ; and the beats or 
mdses of time during which each note is to be held down. 
This is the true secret of playing from memory. The 
itru ent. Btudy of Harmony (practically applied to the keyboard), 
i required j8 an aid to this, because it familiarizes the mind with 
the shapes of all the chords, and their different positions. 
Don’t half-memorize any piece. If yon forget a part, 
jack of a it i8 because you have imperfectly connected that part 
int of the with what comes before it. Play over with the aid of the. 
ir of the printed notes, the preceding part with the portion which 
eep the yoa have forgotten. Repeat several times slowly and 
carefully, observing the shapesr-«hieh the notes taka 
tight out. Upon the keyboard. If you again forget, repeat this 
of position.  
on’t ake er et al obeisance t  t e ins , s  
it ri t, i l il  t t  ts i a 
by the execution of the piece. i 
on’t be eccentric ; don’t be stiff. u rg< 
’t r r l s li e u t t  
ca el.  ac  f t  , t  t  i le j i 
fi ers, st e earl le el. r i ! 
fi ers st e car e  er, t t't  far. l< 
a-w c c 
’t la it r fi ers stic i str i u  
t is  t r l siti  f r  c f ra is es, t process until you have the whole piece perfect, 
.  
on playing before an audience. 
with the points. _ Don’t avoid playing before peoples On the contrary, 
’t stiff   f t  s l s f t   r rist. geek every opportunity of doing so, even if it be only 
one 0f y0Ur own family. It is in this way alone that 
 ir f r s r i  t  tr  f t i r TOa can acquire confidencAand true masteryr-' , 
_i? a!_ __• i._a_a ■ _A_J __1- Tf aI_A ~ J .. .• . i a . _ 
si . , 
. 
 .  
l .  i t t   l . 
Don’t allow your attention to be taken off your per¬ 
formance by the pre8ence of any one. Fasten your mind 
firmly upon what you are doing, and pay no attention 
to any movement or sound near you. Listen to your sc es, in r s s De eas a se _ list
’t ri  t  i t f t  r   stiff ri t instrument, and to nothing else. This is the true cure 
t h l t - t t  t i i i , for nervousness. 
Pl ith t t t  t a l . ll l  
ust b  l s   s . _ 
,  
ti  it  i   t i i  l ' i t,  i  
es, . 
. ON PRACTICING TECHNICAL EXERCISES. 
. .
.
' _ 
| 
Don’t consider that yon know a piece until you can 
play it perfectly, from, memory, before an audience. 
This is the only reliable test of thorough knowledge. 
OK5GOOD AND BAD MUSIC. 
Don’t regard the piece given you as poor music, be¬ 
cause you dislike it. Your taste maybe poor. It is 
your duty to try to understand the best music, not that 
which takes your fancy at a first hearing. 
OF COMMON FAULTS IN BEGINNERS. 
Don’t put down one hand after the other when striking 
and forbidding in the presence of his pupils. * ^ 
Forget self, forget the daily, and petty annoyances and 
give your wHolelieart to your work. Thus will you find in 
it great blessings.. Cheerfulness will be to you as a rich 
mine, in which you may find happiness and prosperity. 
se ckords f£r both hands. Every note must be struck 
. , exaCjqy aj the same instant, unless otherwise marked^ 
t  li it l  ti i . i i q^is very common fanlt in beginners makes one almost: 
that slow, very slow, practice is the secret of good piano- fancy tbat the two lobes of their brain do not work to- 
IaW-a v\1owinnr . » « . n i n _J 1_ __ll : 
t t l ,  l , ti  i  t  t   i ¬ 
forte playing. . gether, but, like a team of badly managed horses, pull 
Don’t begin yoursfowpractme with a weak, uresolute £ne after the other. VM 
touch. The fingers should be raised as r igb as possible, Don’t use the pedal between two opposing harmonies: s 
?md the keys struck with crisp firmness and precision; 
gig' 
Cheer helps not only the teacher but also the pupil. It but without any feeling of heavy pressure, stiffness, or 
helps him to overcome difficulties, it tempera corrections hearing heavily upon the hand. 
it binds him to his instructor, it lessens all discourage- Don’t imagine that this method is to be used in rapid 
ments and fosters hopefulness. He who fails to cultivate practice. This is a gymnastic exercise intended t° 
cheerfulness is liimply a foolish teacher.- Before going strengthen the lifting and striking muscles of the fingers.' 
to work read some sentences from good books, play some In rapid passages the fingers are not raised more than is 
good music, put your heart in tune, extract cheerfulness necessary for the clear enunciation of eitch note. Let 
from everything- around you. While at work watch the wrist and hand be loose. 
yourself, govern your emotions and direct your thoughts. Don’t practice even finger exercises and Beales with- 
Do not pronounce your life barren of pretty and cheerful out accent or rhythm. Play everything in time, with 
things. If the sky itgcloudy, look on the ground and see different rhythms, find with varying degrees of loudness. 
the beautiful flowers; the cheerful birds. But if the 
snows of bitter winter cover the earth, raise flowers in 
yonr home, beautify it Strive constantly to make cheer- 
. ful yonr heart within you. 
OF PRACTICING STUDIES AND PIECES. 
Don’t begin yonr practice at too rapid a tempo. 
'Please, don’t I . . w 
‘Don’t play weakly or flippantly. Practice with a firm j | 
touch, lifting each finger high during slow practice. Phfy|S' 
earnestly, with resolution. ’ • ||f M 
Don’t begin to perform mechanically or thoughtlessly. . 
Have -the love of beauty in your heart and mind Before < , < 
you commence, and endeavor to produce in yonr hearers ,v->- 
the same feelings which inspire you. 
' ' ' : 
—It is attention which fixes objects in the meu^^*;) ; k 
There is no surer mark of a mean and meagre intellect; j 
in the world than inattention. All that is Worth the 
trouble of doing at all, deserves to be done welVhnd . 
At nothing can be well done without attention.—Lowi; ;v 
| the first reading sixteenth notes should be played at the j Chesterfield. 
two urns of piano playing—sub jecjtive 
. * . AND "OBJECTIVE. 
BY JOHN BEHMANN. 
This topic has, under various names and titles, often 
been treated. The importance of the theme is great. 
Prom time to time we will always have to .write about it 
again, especially in an epoch when methods arise by the 
dozen, and one player vies to outdo the other in certain 
effect® he draws from composition. 
Individuality must be fully developed as long as it is 
governed by the true conceptions and limits of art, but 
as soon as these are disregarded, mannerism arises, and 
the same composition to which we listened as a revela¬ 
tion of great beauty and thought when being reproduced 
by an intellectual and objective player, becomes a cari¬ 
cature by the rendering of a too subjective player. 
To be: more easily understood by the younger force of 
scholars and teachers, I will give a definition of the two 
words. Objective denotes belonging to an object; some¬ 
thing that is outward—external. We apply it to things 
that are exterior to the mind and to which our attention 
is drawn by circumstances without us. Subjective per¬ 
tains to the subject in our own mind, and is closely related 
to the feelings of our inner world. Objective, then, in 
short, denotes the world without, and subjective the world 
within us. 
This being understood, we will turn our attention to the 
playing of the subjective and objective performers. The 
Former is ruled by his present mood and toe feelings that 
are within his soul at the time of the performance. 
His performance will from necessity be good or bad. 
During his favorable feelings we will probably listen to 
a good interpretation, and, if the performer is a great 
artist, to one of those high revelations which the sudden- 
flashes of such a mind alone seems able to produce. 
At other times, however, and often on special occa¬ 
sions, when we have great hopes, the player in an un¬ 
favorable mood deceives these great expectations. With 
the objective player this is not so. He commences the 
composition with control of himself and more deliberate 
thought. His ideas concerning reproduction are received 
from the work itself, and are therefore not subject to a 
sudden change. His renderings will in most cases be 
likely to be good. 
Of course both the subjective and objective quality 
mustrbe in every player to a certain degree. One alone 
would not do. we must so closely and carefully study 
the work of a master as to make it a possession of 
our own. _ After this complete understanding, however, 
the objective performer will strive to render tne piece as 
nearly to the intention of the composer as is within his 
powers, while the subjective player will reproduce it 
according to his own conception. 
It is often remarked that the playing of a subjective 
artist is full of warmth, animation, inspiration and a 
certain artistic abandon ; and that all these qualities are 
lacking in the objective one. Hans von Billow is an 
example of . the latter and Anton Rubinstein of the 
former. This is not at all toe case, and any person with 
toe necessary understanding of mnsic will not be left 
cold.and indifferent at the wonderful, so-called objective 
playing of Hans von Billow. He always gives ns a true 
idea of the piece by following toe musical thought care¬ 
fully and by delineating it so as to bring out its fullest 
meaning. 
It seems that a subjective player often does not 
take the required care to study and dwell upon the 
details of a composition, and thus only gives his listeners 
an outline instead of a true interpretation with all the 
fine shades of thought. 
Both classes of players will always find friends and 
patrons; for ns teachers, however, it must be our aim to 
produce scholars of the objective class. 
We cannot be too strict in making our students observe 
every_marl«if4nterpretation that the author of the com¬ 
position gives us.' We must be to them as the post is to 
the little tree in the orchard. Not until they have gained 
a good education, and until they can go out in their life’s 
journey of study and "self improvement, must they be 
allowed to follow their own inclination and fancies. 
THE TEACHER’S EQUIPMENT. 
The proper eqnipage of a teacher consists in intelli¬ 
gence and true gentlemanship-r-or true ladyship—a 
thorough knowledge of the branches to be taught, 
ethics, logic, philosophy, physiology, and hygiene of 
both body and mind, a knowledge of the' methods of 
the most successful teachers of ti e world, with a view 
of gaining an acquaintance with pedagogics, the science 
ana art of successful teaching,‘or the principles and rules 
pertaining to the art of imparting knowledge to others. 
He Bhonld know the advantages and environments of the 
learner, to which he should add faith, hope, charity, 
philanthropy, zeal, and prudence. The greatest of these 
is prudence.. But Ishave purposely left out of the list .an 
attribute which even prudence does not ontshine. It 
is wisdom, that climax of the whole matter, toe artl 
of knowing what is best to do under existing circum¬ 
stances. 
Wisdom implies more than knowledge.- It consists 
not only in having information, bat it is the use of the 
best means for attaining the best ends. Says Whewell: 
“ Prudence is the virtue by which we select right means 
for given ends, while wisdom implies the' selection of 
right ends as well as of right means.”- Webster says 
“ wisdom implies the union of high mental and moral 
excellence.” 
But after all has been said and done to equip, exalt, 
and protect the able, scholarly and sincere teaeherin 
his profession, his success or failure is dependent largely 
upon surrounding conditions. The superstitious, reli¬ 
gious, political ana general opinions, tastes and customs, 
national, family and social ties, personal prejudices and 
whims of those around and in authority all have an influ¬ 
ence upon toe success or failure of a teacher. Where 
these conditions are favorable to such a fungus growth, 
often the insincere andjtitoonest ignoramus and impos¬ 
tor will become a general favorite and command a igh 
salary, where the competent and sincere scholar would 
be rerased employment, even though he may offer his 
services for a pittance. Or, if he he accepted, it is on Jjrobation and under protest, so that at the first real or 
ancied misstep he can be notified that his services are no 
longer wanted. Therefore he should study teaching as a 
buiness. 
Bat while, in a fair race, the best Bcholar always has 
many points in his favor over the novice, yet we should 
not permit ourselves to theorize and dream too much 
about the world as it ought to be, for in practice we mast 
meet it as it is. 
Scholarship and ability are but two of the ingredients 
in that qneer compound called the successful teacher. 
It is impossible for even the most talented and profound 
scholar to foresee all toe equipage that will be necessary 
in the battles to come ; for while it is true that the future 
lies spread out, or is rather unfolding before ns, we can 
see only backward. 
Therefore I conclude that toe best teacher is neither 
the conscientious, willing. soul—he who would if he 
could—nor the most talented, nor yet he who knows 
best, bat is he who fits and does best. For deny or 
ridicule the statement as yon may, oppose it if you will, 
yet among teachers, as elsewhere in nature, the stubborn 
fact of the survival of the fittest is a universal law.— 
Geo. jD. Buchanan. ■ ■ 
MUSICAL ALTERATIONS. 
BY H. W. NICHOLL. 
VENERATION FOR OLD FORMS NOT STRONG TO-DAY. 
A writer recently took Mozart to task for his addi¬ 
tional accompaniments to toe ‘5 Messiah” aria, “The 
People that Walked in Darkness.” This writer did not 
hesitate to say that Mozart had murdered Handel in 
doing this, and had actually destroyed the whole concep¬ 
tion of the solo. 
It appears that there will always be a diversity of 
opinion upon the advisability of adding extra accompani¬ 
ments to old master works, although it cannot be denied 
that if the composers of these master works had lived a 
century later, they themselves would have written, not 
only in a different style, but have orchestrated their works 
in a totally different manner from what they have done. 
There is the rub. 
Altogether, however, there is much to be said for 
those who believe in leaving works as they were written, 
with, perhaps, the exception of replacing an obsolete 
instrument by one in use, as nearly the same as possible. 
It seems to be vitally important that editions of old 
works should be preserved as written by toe composers, 
so that the progress of the Divine Art can be duly per¬ 
ceived and accurately measured. Most modern improve- 
ments are of dubious value, except, perhaps, for use at 
large festival performances. Generally there can be no 
harm in writing out for the organ the full chords from a 
given figured bass, because a near approach to toe com¬ 
poser's intentions is herein at least possible. But Jo 
add additional accompaniments (or parts) is a very risky 
undertaking, and however admirably accomplished is' 
open to question. The reverent spirit may be every¬ 
where evident, yet the license must be deplored. 
Although, perhaps, not so reprehensible, yet there is 
much to be said against the modern practice of issuing 
old and new songs in several keys. The composer 
chooses a special key for S"special <ong; he knows pre¬ 
cisely what he desires to express; therefore it would 
appear that his intentions ought to be respected. Not 
so in this age, however, for a favorite tenor song in E 
flat is transposed for mezzo-soprano or baritone into D 
flat, and for contralto or bass into C or B flat; of course, 
the whole idea of the composer has been ruthlessly 
marred, or at least greatly weakened, but this counts 
for nothing with the publisher, who keeps simply the 
commercial value of toe work in view. Art and money 
seem ever opposed to each other,Tor pieces d’ occasion 
have ever been the weakest, even when written by the 
greatest geniuses. 
It seems certain, that whatever stands in the way oi 
modern commercial success is destined to be swept away. 
Veneration for ancient forms and even the old masters 
is not particularly strong at the present time. Old work 
gives place to new, while that which is old and usable 
now, must submitJo modern treatment. It almost seems 
that this ago should be content with its own productions, 
for what hasoeen produced in past generations no longer 
completely satisfies the ear. It is hard to say what will 
be the state of the musical atmosphere here when the 
twentieth century, dawns upon us. Whatever may be 
our progress,- mechanically or artistically, it would 
appear the better judgment "to. leave old masterpieces 
untouched, so that their simplicity and power may be 
rightly contrasted with the luxuriant qualities of modern 
productions. 
The “ Music of the future” may a century hence be 
considered only quite respectable, and two- centuries 
hence may seem to need retouching to make it palatable 
to our successors. Each age should be left to speak for 
itself, and its creations be permitted to stand in their 
pristine purity. Only in this state are they valuable to 
antiquarian students, and the benefit obtained by redress¬ 
ing them for the ordinary public is of a doubtful charac¬ 
ter. Every composer’s work should be accorded due 
reverence; it is the very least that can be offered him. 
Shakespeare wished even his bones to be respected ; how 
much more, then, his intellectual creations l—American 
Musician. 
REPLY TO OPEN LETTER. 
The following two letters from Principals of institu¬ 
tions of learning are in reply to the open letter printed in 
onr December issue. They contain opinions of educators 
on musical study which carry considerable force. We 
have other letters of similar import which we have not 
space to print, but all bear testimony to the worth of 
music as a factor in a general education 
1. This time is not wasted in toe cases of pupils who 
are earnest, diligent, anckpossessed of a just conception 
of the. objects and ends of life; and time so employed on 
the part of the inert is by no means calculated to retard 
the development of such conception, but the contrary. 
2. Experience and observation, alike, have led me to 
the conclusion that time and attention-devoted to the 
study and practice of music by the pupil of normal in¬ 
tellect (ana I take it that not more than one in one 
thousand of the pupils who are placed in secondary and 
collegiate institutions are abnormal as to intellect), in 
no way impairs his or her chances for high attainment 
in general studies. 
3. “Mastery in music,” in my view an exalted attain¬ 
ment, may well be regarded as a synonym for “intel¬ 
lectual quickness, certainty, and intensity.” I have 
occasionally known very young pupils, whose advance¬ 
ment in music was excellent, quite out of proportion to 
that in general studies; who, indeed, had beenregarded 
as decidedly unpromising in the literary department; 
but success in music has almost invariably been the fore¬ 
runner of a steady growth and decided quickening in 
general studies, in the cases of such pupils, all along the 
line. In some such cases, success in music has verily 
proved the talisman to inspire hope and confidence in 
battling with difficulties in the general departments, all 
other means to induce which confidence had well nigh 
proved utterly futile. 
4. The study of mnsic unquestionably conduces to 
intellectuality, and that, too, in a large degree. With 
many, it ushers in the dawn of perception. As mathe¬ 
matics is an exact science, so mnsic is an exact art; if, 
indeed, the mathematics of music is not that department 
of the study which entitles us to speak of the “theory 
of music ”—the science of music. If there be an exact 
law that regulates"toe art of painting, and the art of 
sculpture, as there doubtless is, in their ultimate de¬ 
velopment, much more readily does the human intellect 
take cognizance of that mathematical accuracy in the 
case of music than in the case of the other two depart¬ 
ments of art cited. Therefore, the study of music is 
much more valuable than that of the other two, in trains 
ing that faculty of perception to exactness, to accuracy, 
to system—to order, God’s first law, in that a very much 
larger percentage of mankind are so organized'that the 
quality of sensitiveness to the charms of music leads. a 
much larger number to cultivation of music—to ‘‘lisp in 
numbers”—than does the saUie-quality of sensitiveness 
to the excellency of painting and of sculpture lead to 
the study of those arts. When once the learner has 
perceived that the beautiful and inspiring strains of 
music acquire the very skeleton and framework of t • eir 
excellence from an exact law, he begins, Unconscious of 
the cause at first, to* appreciate that there should be a 
law to regulate the structure of language, for instance, 
the facts of botany, of physiology; or perhaps he wishes 
there were such a law ; and ere long he finds there is snch 
a law ; and then he is on the highway to success in prose¬ 
cuting the study of all subjects of human investigation. 
THE ETUDE 53 
Yes, the study of music conduces to intellectuality, by 
fostering system. 
6. If I understand aright the import of question five, 
“What is the proper educational relation Detween the 
study of art and mental training?” the study of art is 
mental training in an eminent degree. Michael Angelo 
may be supposed to say: “This cnisel, under-my. direct¬ 
ing hand, is not, just at this stage of the work, faithfully 
portraying ‘the human face divine.’ The length of 
the maxilla is too great for the frontal breadth.” This 
is reasoning: this is mental training. And Michael ex¬ 
perienced, doubtless, many a remorseful pang for impa¬ 
tiently abandoning the’’training of the schools, where he 
might have learned much of mathematical accuracy, in 
default of which his sole reliance as a tyro in art was 
his probably abnormal appreciation of proportion, and 
of aesthetics in general. But all his study of art was 
educating in its results, and not only put him into sym¬ 
pathy with the knowledge of every-day life, but laid the 
foundation of his acquaintance with anatomy, mechanics, 
engineering, and secured for him no slight renown as a 
poet. 
Hogarth will say, “ The contour of this child’s face is 
nearly elliptical; but if I prolong this curve so far, the 
ellipse will be quite too eccentric. The conjugate axis 
is out of proportion to the transverse.” This sort of 
reasoning is mind-training. It aids in the development 
of love for system in every direction. 
The young artillery officer will say: “The enemy’s 
rifle pits are just two hundred yards away. If I elevate 
—the muzzle of this mortar-gun only so many degrees, my 
projectile will fall far in rear of him. My parabolic 
curve is not duly constructed ;JL must make a different 
calculation. The distance from the focus to the direc¬ 
trix is not correct.” This is reasoning—the reasoning 
of a trained mind.—Th. Smith, Brownsville, Tenn., 
Female College. 
1. The time is not wasted if music is really studied in 
the true sense of the word. 
2. Attention given to music uses up just so much vital 
force which cannot be used for other intellectual work, 
and music students, as a class, cannot and do not keep 
up with their fellow students who do not study music. 
It is a question as to power of endurance and amount of 
time rather than intellectual power and the influence of 
music upon intellectual development. 
3. Mastery in music in its higher forms, including 
harmony, implies intellectual quickness, certainty and 
intensity. 
4. Yes, if studied in a broad and scholarly way, in its 
relation to the other fine arts and to all the arts and 
sciences. Too often it is merely learning to play pretty, 
^ brilliant, or even difficult pieces, and then it tends to 
narrowness and conceit. ,_ 
6. There should be a close and harmonious relation 
of music study to all other study. Musical drill should 
begin as soon as it is known that the child has a fair 
amount of musical feeling, and should alternate with 
drill in the elements of numbers and language. A girl 
of fourteen should have mastered the inflections in two 
languages, one of them her own, and should be able to 
read and write with some fluency in both; she should 
know the principles of arithmetic and the exercises in 
mental arithmetic ; and she should have mastered the 
early technical work on some musical instrument, not 
necessarily the piano. History, literature and the nat¬ 
ural sciences should have come into her home reading 
and home talk and surroundings, even to the pictures on 
the wall, so naturally that she could never associate 
them with school tasks. Her tasks should be her music, 
- numbers and language, over and over, every day, in 
short, varied, but thorough lessons from the best teach¬ 
ers. Such a girl is ready to carry on harmoniously a 
musical course with a- classical, scientific or literary 
course of study with great profit on both sides. I regret 
the broad line of separation in most of our college cata¬ 
logues between the music and art departments and the 
other departments of study. It belittles music and nar¬ 
rows the study of the other arts and the sciences. For 
this reason we do not have a conservatory attached to 
the- seminary, but we teach music, along witlr other 
studies, never separately, and^whatis more to the\ pur¬ 
pose, we try to create a musical atmosphere in order to 
develop fine musical feeling and a scholarly spirit in 
those who study music and to cultivate respect for music 
in those who are not musicians. To this efid we use 
our finest anthems and choruses in daily worship rather 
than fqr exhibition concerts, and aim to give to the 
whole school, teachers and pupils, a familiar acquaint¬ 
ance with the Best in instrumental music for both piano 
and strings. Recitals by eminent musicians are attended 
by all the students, sometimes with a preparatory study 
of the music and the composers-to be presented, and 
they are always followed by enthusiastic discussion of 
manner and methods, and with an increase of interest 
in all forms of intellectual work.—M. Evans, Lake Erie 
Seminary, Fainesville, Ohio. 
Friendship above all ties does bind the heart, and faith 
in friendship is the noblest part.—Lord Orrery. 
MUSICAL ITEMS. 
[All matter intended for tMa Department should hfe addressed to 
Mrs. Helkn D. Tretbak, Box 2920, New York City.] 
HOME. 
Mias Neally Stevens gave a piano recital at Boston 
on March 6th. 
Mme. Oarreno gave two piano recitals in Chicago on 
March 11th and 16th. 
Gounod’s “St. Cecilia” Mass was given by the Arion 
Club, Providence, R. I. 
Dudley Buck’s cantata, “The Light of Asia,” was 
produced in London, March 19th. 
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Henschel inaugurated a series 
of four vocal recitals in New York on March 16th. 
The New American Opera Company will give a- sum¬ 
mer season of opera in Boston beginning June 3d. 
The New York Symphony Society produced Edward 
of the United States 
He will also play in 
Grell’s “Missa Soiennis” at its last concert of the 
season. 
Saint-Saens will make a tour 
and South America next winter. 
Canada. 
The New York Symphony Society closed its season 
with a Beethoven night; the programme included the 
Ninth Symphony. 
Miss Eames, an American singer, made a triumphant 
debut in Paris on March 14th as Juliet in Gounod’s 
“ Romeo and Juliet.” 
A new Concerto, No. 2, in D minor, for the piano¬ 
forte, by Mr. E. A. McDowell, was played by the com- 
poser at thethird Thomas orchestral concert. 
The American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, gave 
a testimonial concert to Miss Nellie D’Norville on 
March 13th. Also* a pupils’ concert on the 12th. 
Mr. Carl Wolfsohn’s fifth Trio evening took place 
at Chicago. Bargiel Trio, Op. 6, Mendelssohn Trio, Op. 
49, and Sonata Path6tique formed the programme. 
The German Opera Company, under Anton Seidl’s 
direction, will make a tour of the principal cities in 
March and April, including Boston, Philadelphia and 
Chicago. 
Constanza Donita (Miss Seebass, of New York) 
will make her debut at the Amberg Theatre. She has 
been the leading prima donna at Cologne for the past 
two seasons. 
The New York -Reed Club gave its first concert 
recently with a programme of a novel character. Quin-, 
tets by Mozart and Lobeck, and a quartet by Saint-Saens 
were played. — 
The principal feature of the German Opera Company’s 
performance in New York during March was the first 
complete representation in America of Wagner’s “Nibe- 
lungen Ring.” 
Edward Baxter Perry gave lecture recitals the past 
fortnight at Northfield, Mass. ; Darien, Conn.; Roches¬ 
ter, Syracuse, Clifton, Havana, Alfred, Le Roy and 
Batavia, N. Y. 
The third of the American composers’ series of 
concerts was given at the Detroit Conservatory of Music, 
J. J. Hahn, director. The composer was Arthur Foote, 
and the selections included his Trio in C minor. 
A viano recital was given at Beaver College, Beaver, 
Pa., by Mr. Wm. H. T. Aborn, pianist, and Misses 
Leddie, vocalists, and J. E. Taylor, accompanist. 
Scarlatti’s “ Cats ” Fugue and the “ Moonlight ” Sonata 
had places on the programme. 
A trio soirfee was given at Yassar College School of 
Music, Dr. F. L. Ritter, director. The programme 
included Trios by Goldmark and Beethoven, and Suite, 
Op. 149, Rheinberger. Messrs. Ed. Hermann, violin, 
and Fritz Bergner, cello, assisted. 
Dr. Von Bulow made his debut in New York at a 
concert given for the benefit of the Society of Ethical 
Culture, on March 27th. He will give his four recitals 
in that cily during the first week of April, and then visit 
Boston, Philadelphia, Cincinnati and Chicago. 
A concert, whose programme contained chiefly the 
compositions of Hugo Karm, was given in Milwaukee 
recently. Mr. August Spanuth, the pianist, and Bach’s 
orchestra assisted. The concert overture, “ Christopher 
Marlowe,” a string quartet and a symphonie poem, 
“ Vineta ” are specially mentioned as worthy of praise. 
The fifth concert of the Brooklyn Philharmonic 
Concert included in its performances a most attractive 
and unique feature. It was the joint appearance of 
Messrs. Josefly and Rosenthal, who played Saint-Saen’s 
Variations on a Beethoven Theme, and the Schumann- 
Reinecke “ Manfred” Impromptu. Enthusiasm rose to 
a high pitch at their exquisitely smooth interpretations. 
Franz Rummel is engaged in a.Scandinavian tournee 
Grieg appeared at a recent London popular concert 
in the dual capacity of pianist and composer. 
The tenor Sylva will sing at the Berlin Opera four 
months of each year. He receives a salary of 25,000 
marks. 
Mme. Materna is to sing in Paris. She will be heard 
in portions of “ Tannhauser,” ‘ ‘ Gotterdammerung ” 
and “Tristan,” in April. 
Franz Bunks, the nestor of gipsy musicians, and in 
Joachim’s opinion the most remarkable violinist of his 
nationality, died at Budapest, aged 76 years. 
St. Petersburg is to have four complete perform¬ 
ances of “ Der Ring des Nibelungen.” Rubinstein was 
the first subscriber for the sixteen nights. 
That interesting young pianist, Jeanne Donate, gave 
a Schumann-Brahms recital in London. Oscar Nie¬ 
mann was the vocalist. r 
The Bayreuiher Blatter publish a sketch of a five 
act opera, entitled “ Die Sarazenin,” written by VPagner 
QOOn oftop Ti o Vi a rl flniaViorl ** P i on P soon after he had finished “ Rienzi.’ 
Conductor Emil Pauz will fill the post hitherto held 
by Arthur Nikisch in Leipsic, after the latter shall have 
assumed the leadership of the Boston Symphony Or¬ 
chestra. 
Fraulein Caroline Geisler-Schubert, a grandniece 
of Franz Schubert’s, and a pupil of Mme. Schumann’s, 
recently gave a Schubert matinee at London, with great 
success. - 
A number of letters written by Mendelssohn to Alois 
Fuchs, with a commentary from the pen of the critic 
Hauslick, have just been published by the Deutsche 
Rundschau. 
Count Geza Zichy, the Hungarian pianist, is winning 
triumphs in St. Petersburg, both as an executant and 
as a composer. . 
Countess Erdody presented to Herr Stradel, one of 
Liszt’s Viennese pupils, the manuscript of a hitherto un¬ 
known Hungarian Rhapsody by Liszt. It will soon be 
heard in public. 
Wachtel, the renowned tenor, who now resides at 
Wiesbaden, has just celebrated his fortieth anniversary 
as an operatic singer. His voice is said to be in excel¬ 
lent condition even now. 
Tschaikowski conducted the fifth Dresden Philhar¬ 
monic concert, producing his own fourth symphony in 
F minor. Emil Saur, the pianist, was heard in Tschai- 
kowski’s B minor concerto. 
Franz Rummel’s last concert of this season’s series 
of chamber music evenings at Berlin presented Mozart’s 
clarionet trio, Beethoven’s violin and piano sonata in 
E flat, and a novelty in the way of a piano septet by 
Fr. Steinbach. 
Hans v. Bulow performed the adagio of Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony as an encore at a recent symphony 
concert by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. The per¬ 
formance that called forth the encore was that of Beet¬ 
hoven’s C minor symphony. 
The Russian Musical Society, Anton Rubinstein 
conductor, has been granted the Old Grand Theatre at 
St. Petersburg by the Czar, who has also presented 
the society with funds for the purpose of utilizing the 
building as a conservatory and concert hall. 
Joachim celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his 
debut as a violinist at Cambridge, England, on the 14th 
of March. His debut was made at Pesth on March 17th, 
1849. At the Berlin celebration of the event on March 
1st, Joachim was presented with a gold medal fur die 
Kunst in the name of the Emperor. 
foreign. 
The Max Bruoh has completed his dramatic cantata, 
Fiery Cross.” 
An opera by Dvorak, “ The Jacobins,” was produced 
in the Bohemian language at Prague. 
Mozart’s “ Entfiihring aus dem Serail,” in a Greek 
version, was lately produced at Alexandria. 
UNITY IN VARIETY POR MUSICIANS. 
The human mind has a strange disposition to vibrate 
between hurtful extremes. 
One student, bewildered by the many things to be 
learned, makes a desperate and futile grasp after them 
all, when adhering to his finger tips he finds detached 
fragments of what he reaches to obtain, as if one riding 
rapidly in a vehicle through a forest should endeavor 
snatch the flowers which brush the windows of his 
carriage. Another, benumbed, oppressed, overwhelmed 
by the variety of things to be known, draws a circumfer¬ 
ence line around his aspirations, and with .dogged and 
determined self-restraint, works within that little circle,; 
The one is a vague amateur, the other an intense!;; 
artist. Better say the one is a connoisseur, the otheri;a|: 
virtuoso; the one a mere many-sided appreciator,;the-; 
other an astonishing technician. Both of these a^Hjg. 
the wrong, for the healthiest life is that which, like a . 
perfect apple, has a solid core of compact seeds well, 
encased in a juicy rounded pulp. To carry the metaphor- 
of the apple further, we may say that a man’s dominant; 
ideas, (the seeds of his soul) need general knowledge ftp: 
nourish and further their germination, for the ptdpvpf 
the apple, its succulent body, is not without its value, 
-to the seed. . . ' . ,. 
The greatest artist is he who is able.to reach his own 
special work from the amplest circumferences of genertd. 
.knowledge, J. S. Van Clevb. 
LETTEBS TO TEAOHEES. forth taken up under a new heaven and a new earth, to the point where it was first applied. Thia.will neces- 
^ ——— wherein dwelleth righteousness. This sort of thing is sitate four repetitions for the 4s and 8s, six for the 12s, 
ifc by w. s, b. mathews. ' possible in its way from attendance upon such a meeting nine for the 18s, etc. Carrying the rhythm out to its 
, , ,, . “ i t • • as this in Philadelphia will be. Ido not say that this completion is an essential feature of this practice. It A private letter from a teacher living m Texas puts ... . , r .. . .... 
. effect will be general, or that it will be sufficiently gen- necessitates many repetitions, concentration of mind, 
® ... .. , v eral to defray the gas bill of the Convention. Our sexton and strengthens the sense of rhythm rapidly. 
“What would be the actualand practical benefit to , J 6 . . , . - mu \ f , ,, ... , . 
me of attending the meeting of the Music Teachers’ at church used to complain that some of the series oi The next form of rhythmic unit to be mastered is that 
Association at Philadelphia compared with two months revival meetings did not make converts enough to pay of threes, where each unit is a triplet. Carrying a scale 
of private lessons?” the gas bill., through all the different forms of measure as before, but 
It is not easy to answer this question, for, in the first This, however, is to be left to the Executive Com- this time with three notes to each count, leads to rhythms 
place, it is not certain that two months Of private lessons mittee to consider. What we get out of any public meet- of 6s, 9s, 12s, 18s, 27s, and 36s. The sizes of this table 
would be of particular and practical advantage. It might jng or course of instruction, depends largely upon what are not at all the same as those of the table preceding, 
depend somewhat upon the teacher. In general, how- we take there. Those consisted of three 2s, and were the result of count-' 
ever, I suppose the following may be taken as a fair dis- - ing three with units of two; these arise from counting 
cussion of the question. The direct practical advantage In answer to your inquiry whether my second volume two with units- of three. It is the same with the other 
of attending the meeting of the Music Teachers’ Associa- of “ ‘low to Understand Music ” is a continuation of the cambers in this table corresponding with those in tables 
tion, this year or any year, is small if measured in actual first, which, in order to be understood, requires to have preceding. The mental effect is different, 
addition to the technic or'any particular part of the been preceded by that work, I would say that this is not It often happens in these rhythms based upon units of 
teaching equipment that can be set down in prosaic the case. There is no organic unity between the two three, that the pupil has to be educated especially before 
words, such as I am obliged to confine myself to in this volumes. The second appeals more to literary readers can determine accurately whether she has played 
column. Nevertheless we are to remember^ that our than the first, and perhaps to more mature musical tastes, three notes or four to a count. The process of educating 
ability as teachers is made up of a variety of ingredients, It is, however, more a literary book than one for instruc- her is this: Play the scale, counting three, with one tone 
some of which are not among those which we are in the tion. To an observer of the course of development to a count. When this is done easily, omit the counts 
habit of enumerating when we are setting forth our quali- through which authors pass, the progress from the chapter “two” and “three,” have the “one” clearly spoken, 
fiestions, and the advantages we have enjoyed. For ex- on Wagnerin the first volume to those in the second upon "but allow her to think the “ two ” and “ three.” This 
ample, I have a friend, a college professor, who was a the same subject will present striking matter for reflection, gives a scale in a measure having one unit of three tones, 
poor boy and worked his way through college. It hap- The name of the second volume justifies itself in the Sometimes it is also necessary to develop the rhythmic 
pened that once in his course, very near the beginning, lack of any other name characterizing the office of the sense, especially for the second unit, by causing her to 
he got completely stranded for work to do ; he took a job book better. We tried a number, and finally fell back pjay a 8Cale, counting “ Two, two, three,” “ TWO, two, 
Of cutting wood, as the only thing offering, whereby he upon the old name, which, after all, fairly describes its three,” “TWO, two, three,” accenting the large “two.” 
could make an addition to his income. The amount intention. - Then omit the last two counts, and play the scale in 
earned by the task was not large, perhaps, thirty dollars Sir: “ I have a pupil (twelve years of age) who has been triplets, counting only ‘ ‘ TWO. ’ ’ After this the rhythms 
or so. But my friend says that at the time it was the Quizes will be played without serious difficulty, count- 
very best thing he could have done, the violent exercise time anJ ia a good Worker, but caniot execute rapidly. ing “ one,” “ two,” and so on for other measures. As 
of chopping being the very thing he needed to buiia him Please suggest some means of getting her out of that a rule, when the pupil has difficulty in computing the 
up again after too assiduous attention to study1 and neglect slowness.” -L. E. Alston. rhythms of sizes accurately, making the mistake of play- 
of exercise. The month of chopping gave him a start, The occasion of the slowness is most likely slow think- ing seven or eight notes instead of six occasionally (as 
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and all the way through college he kept up his exercise, ing. One easy experiment to try is to select a lively those will who are deficient in sense of rhythm), the 
so that he came out a vigorous man, and has remained piece which the pupil ought to be capable of playings 
so ever since. The physique, for which he is indebted and which she desires to play. Have it carefully studied 
to the wood chopping, has been the underlying support and memorized, observing that the time is memorized as 
of the arduous studies he has made since in his specialty. 
Yet I have never heard him mention publicly the wood¬ 
chopping episode among his educational advantages. 
A teacher’s professional outfit consists of two main 
ingredients: First, professional knowledge; second, gen¬ 
eral understanding of the world, and of his own position 
in it as a part of society. The meeting of the music 
well as the other parts of the piece. Then have it worked 
up for speed' by one or two weeks’ practice, an hour a 
day, perhaps. This will generally come out all right, a 
fair degree of speed being secured almost immediately. 
Take a new piece and treat it in the same manner, and 
so on. 
In other cases it will be impossible to secure good 
teachers will add very little to anybody’s actual profess results without a rather lengthy preparation, through the 
sional knowledge. The most that can be had from it rhythmic treatment of scales and arpeggios, according to 
will be here and there a hint, the value of which will be Mason’s system. -This I will here explain, because it is lowing : Count four slowly, about one count per second, 
impaired by the multiplicity of the hints offered in so so simple that any teacher can apply it off-hand, from Hold the first tone until after the count “ two ” is spoken, 
short time, and the difficulty of remembering the par- material already within reach, without purchasing any then run rapidly but lightly, and without individualizing 
ticular thing among the many things one hears best worth new books whatever. the intervening tones, to the last tone of the run, arriving 
knowing. This, however, will not be the main ad van- We will suppose a pupil of ten or twelve, a beginner, there at the count “ three.” Count “ four” is rest, 
tage of attending the Association. That will be found or nearly so. As soon as the fingering of the scale has In playing this exercise, begin' with a short distance, 
in seeing many eminent musicians, hearing some of them been explained, and she has played all the scales slowly c to for instance. Think earnestly of the first tone, 
play and sing, and others read papers. The debates, with each hand separately, for the sake of the fingering, and thea of tbe A) at which you propose to arrive at the 
moreover; which often bring out good points, and the we give them, one with each hand separately or both hands count < < tbree.» Do not stop to think of the intervening 
quickening influence of feeling one’s self as a part of a together, one octave for rhythmic treatment. Take, for toneS) but pa8S lightly through them. Then go seven 
profession containing so many members of ability and instance, the scale of G. Play it, counting two, one note8) eight, nine, and ten notes, etc., in the same man- 
position, are to be taken into account. The music one tone to each count, accenting at the count “one’’"quite ner> each hand separately. This form of exercise is 
hears, when one has had few opportunities of hearing vigorously, but without hardness, and without breaking played al80 descending, and is carried ultimately to four 
music, is not to be despised. But in general, the attend- the legato. Stop when the count “ one ” falls upon the octayes compass, resulting in a rapid and light scale, 
ing such a meeting as this belongs in the category of lower note, which in this case will be after once through gueh as cannot be acquired in any other way. In the 
“transcendent utilities,” that is, utilities operative in the octave. Then count “three,” aceentibg “one” as first two grades it should not be_attempted beyond an 
the imagination and the more spiritualjjualities of mind, before. Then count “ fourthen “ sixthen “ nineoctaVe and a half; then two octaves for the third grade, 
but not measurable in the outer or so-called “practical^ then “twelve.” The further apart the accents, the and three for the fourth. This form of velocity practice 
part of one’s professional equipment. To fake an illus- "Stronger must the accentuation become, but always with- ;s intended to be applied to every scale after it has been- 
tration, consider the case of attendance upon a series of out hardness, stiffness,*or breaking the legato. We have practiced with rhythm, as described above, and in imme 
religious meetings. To those not “in the swim,” a series now gone through all kinds of measure with one tone to diate connection with it, in such a way that a small part 
of religious meetings appears like a form of dissipation, a unit. of each day’s practice is devoted to velocity. I have 
and so it sometimes is. But to those who attend in the Changing the scale, if not already changed once or described these exercises minutely, in order that every 
proper spirit, the occasion appears like a general freshen- twice as the hand became familiar with the one at begin- reader who chooses may try them and prove their value 
ing of the interest in a subject too apt to be crowded out ning (in order to afford the hand as much experience ;n their own practice or teaching. 
by worldly cares. To others, again, the meetings may be as possible in habituating itself to the selection of black wm. Mr> Ma]hewg kindIy give some. ideas regarding 
the epoch of a new birth, when, for the first time, the and white finger-keys for each tonic in turn), we next the organization and practical working of Local Teach- 
emotions of the spiritual world become operative upon go through all the kinds of measure with two notes to ers’Associations for the special benefit of teachers in 
life and character. The convert returns home from the each count. This gives rise to rhythms of 4, 6, 8, 12,18, small towns ? Many readers of The Etude will be very 
meeting a changed person ; the entire bearings of life and 24s, with two tones to each unit. Each form is to f°r f^or- M. E. G. _^ 
have been reversed, and. the burdens of life are hence- be carried out to its finish, or until the accent returns If I do not forget it, I will take up this subject later, 
proper thing to do is to change the scale but continue 
upon the rhythms until they are mastered, leaving the 
measure of nine beats for a later period. 
Bhythms of four tones to a unit are arrived at by the 
same process, taking four tones to a count, and applying 
it to all the different kinds of measure. This experiment 
is easily tried by any one. When it has been made a 
part of the daily practice for three or four weeks, you 
will find that the pupil makes a decided gain in speed, 
and her playing of pieces shows a better sense of rhythm. 
There is a velocity principle, also Mason’s, which is 
useful. It consists of playing a scale in the mamngf'fol¬ 
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In playing this exercise, begin ith a short distance, 
C to A, for instance. Think earnestly of the first tone, 
and then of the A, at which you propose to arrive at the 
count “three.” Do not stop to think of the intervening 
tones, but pass lightly through the . Then go seven 
notes, eight, nine, and ten notes, etc., in the sa e an¬ 
ner, each hand separately. his for  of exercise is 
played also descending, and is carried ulti ately to four 
octaves co pass, resulting in a rapid and light scale, 
I such as cannot be acquired in any other ay. In the 
j first t o grades it should not be_atte pted beyond an 
octave and a alf; then t o octaves for the t ir  grade, 
a  t r  f r t  f rt . is f r  f el cit  ractice 
is i t  t  e a lie  t  e er  scale ft r it as ee  
r r irit, t  si  r  li   r l fr s n¬ 
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and treat it at more length, for it is an important one. 
Suffice it to say here, that as things are going now, there 
are two different kinds of society needed in small towns'. 
One of them should be an Amateur Club, devoted to 
mutual improvement. These clubs are. flourishing in 
many places. They have their meetings in afternoons, 
and are composed mainly or exclusively of ladies. Oc¬ 
casionally they have artist recitals by traveling players, 
and there is hardly a town1 of five thousand inhabitants 
where a club of this kind, properly started by a few 
ladies of unexceptional social position, will not mate¬ 
rially elevate the general standard of musical intelli¬ 
gence, and afford a rallying point for all the good musical 
activities, such as generally die out in towns of that size 
for want of sufficient warmth. 
The second kind of society is the professional teachers’ 
association. This in the long run ought to be a part of 
the American College of Musicians, which now author¬ 
izes local sections where there are six resident members 
of the grade of associate. Be this as it may, any three, 
four or five teachers can easily form a little society for 
professional improvement, acquaintance and hobby rid¬ 
ing, by the simple expedient of inviting each other to 
monthly suppers, or teas, at the houses of the members 
in rotation, or as the ladies concerned may agree. 
Let there be no formal programme. General end 
aimed at, a good time and mutual encouragement. When 
there is any subject of general interest pressing for con¬ 
sideration, have one member present it carefully in a 
paper not more than fifteen minutes long. Then have 
it discussed. But do not burden the club at first with 
the incubus of duty ” and “ programme.” A formal 
programme has killed more than one promising infant of 
this kind, and it would kill the national society were it 
not so easy to avoid listening to them, when one does not 
care to hear them. Ultimately, after two or three years 
of systematic attention to the amenities of professional 
association, you will discover that most of the music 
teachers in your town are pretty good fellows, and not 
wanting in professional ambition. You will then be 
able to establish a standard for graduation, a standard 
for admission to your membership, and in a general-way^ 
exercise a good deal of healthy influence upon the mu¬ 
sical growth of the town you live in. 
I think this about covers the case. 
“Fob along time I have been receiving pupils who 
have never been taught anything as to positions of the 
hand, proper movements of fingers, or touch, always 
playing from the wrist and staccato. Perhaps they can 
read well and play without difficulty, in their way, pieces 
in the third grade. Would you put them into Mason’s 
advanced method, or give studies with exercises and 
scales?” S. M. R. 
In cases of this kind the first thing to do is to torm a 
habit of legato playing with a pure finger touch. Opin¬ 
ions differ as to the best way of doing this, when a habit 
of staccato playing has been confirmed. I think myself 
that two exercises are to be relied on ’for the earlier 
parts of the work, until the pupil reaches the point where 
scales can be practiced correctly, for at first they will goa 
on playing scales staccato in spite of all that you can do, 
unless you make them play very slowly indeed, and count 
at least two to' every note. 
The ingredients missing in their outfits are two: the 
inner one. of tone^conception, and the external one of 
muscular Bensation. The inner one is that of failing to 
think the tones as sustained and as joineSHp other tones. 
The ear must be. cultivated to the correct manner of 
thinking tones. This can best be done by making them 
sing little phrases, at first legato, then staccato, then 
legato again, until the sense of tone-connection is formed 
in the mind, and can be carried out with the voice. As 
soon as-this can be done with the voice (which will gen¬ 
erally be within two or three lessons ofjbalf an hour 
■“each, not too far apart), the same principle is to be 
applied to the practice, and legato is to be done with the 
fingers. The tones must be heard to sing, their connec¬ 
tion and disconnection being realized by the player the 
same when done with the fingers as when done with the 
voice. 
In connection with this practice, addressed to-the 
inner Bense of tone-conception, there is. to be an educa¬ 
tion of the muscular sense in connection with tone con¬ 
ception. One trouble with pupils who habitually play 
staccato is, that they are not conscious of the finger 
pressure upon the key. The intention of sustaining 
tone is first to be formed; then the muscular sensation 
of having maintained the pressure upon the key is to be 
formed. The first step toward doing this is the practice 
of the two-finger exercise, in which fingers change upon 
the key without allowing the tone to repeat. Mason 
generally allows pupils to play this exercise snper-legato, 
causing every key to be held some time after the finger 
has taken the next one, so that the tones overlap, during 
a part of their duration. I never use this in scale figures, 
because I regard this as objectionable as the staccato 
habit which it is intended to counteract. I confine my¬ 
self to the broken thirds for the super legato. In this 
there is no harm. The whole exercise is described else¬ 
where in this issue. After some time of this, and a cer¬ 
tain amount of slow melody playing, softly and listening 
for sustained tones, the pupil will be able to practice 
scales slowly and softly, with pure finger touch,with a pure 
legato. It is desirable, I think, to require the fingers 
| to be raised preparatory to touching the keys. There is 
a difference among teachers concerning this point, but I 
think that as there is bound to be about so much motion 
somewhere, we gain by directing the pupil’s attention to 
the- fingers and securing the motion there rather than in 
the hand, where it has always previously been permitted. 
The length of time requisite for remedying the staccato 
touch here complained of will dfffer with individual 
pupils. I have been sometimes six months in securing 
it, but, as I now think, in consequence of my not having 
taken pains enough to form the tonal sense, but having 
allowed the practice to be addressed too exclusively or 
too long to the merely external matter of finger work. 
I suppose that the more clearly you secure the inner 
conception of tone legato, the sooner you will secure the 
touch that will express it. I am indebted to my friend 
Cady for inspiration in this direction. I find that I am 
not an exception to the general rule that old. teachers 
are apt to fall into a sort of bondage to their formulas, 
-whereby their work upon the theoretical side is often 
much more imperfect than their practical work, and the 
practical work, in turn, is often imperfectly done by 
reason of not having been provided with exact formulas 
for the truth desired to be taught, according to mature 
conceptions of artistic results, formed unconsciously, or 
as the result of experience, without noticing the dis¬ 
crepancy between theory and practice. 
W. S. B. M. 
CLASS TEACHING. 
1. Will you kindly explain the manner and method of 
Class lessons, say a class of two or four ? Do they all 
take the same technical exercises, studies and pieces; and 
where one has the use of two pianos can two play the 
same things together, or is that advisable? Would part 
of the lesson devoted to an eight hand piece be useful ? 
Please explain all about them, and as to whether one 
can learn as much in a class or not.' 
a 2. In grading pupils, supposing I wanted to grade 
them separately in Technic, studies and pieces. How 
would I go about it? There are no particular questions 
and answers, like public schools, ana no one, no matter 
how far advanced they are, can help blundering and 
stumbling and playing carelessly. I could not take off for 
every single mistake, as some of the younger ones would 
never get any grade at all. Will you please give me best 
plan for grading, and should I desire to give cards each 
month with their grades, the best plan of marking and 
arranging them. Would I have to nave two grades, their 
lesson grade and their class grade ? 
I hope I have made myself clearly understood. I am 
anxious to do everything I can to keep up the interest of 
my classes. E. M. 
1. It is the essence of a class Bystem that all the pupils 
have the same lesson. It is not necessary that they 
'should all play the same piece, although it is undoubtedly 
more class-like to have them do so. But unless all the 
pnpils play the same exercises and studies, there is no 
class at all, but only a series of very short individual 
lessons, amounting to fifteen minutes each, whenthere 
are four in a class. 
fit would not do at all to have the same piece played 
upon two different pianoB by the pupils simultaneously. 
This would leave the teacher in doubt as to which pupil 
made any one particular mistake, and in order to correct, 
it, it would be necessary to interrupt the playing. The?! 
practice of an eight-hand piece would conduce to steadi¬ 
ness of time and possibly to sight reading. It would 
not help in forming a good technic. 
2. Grading is a very difficult matter. The proper way 
to grade is by pieces, or by musical playing, and not by. 
exercises or studies, as such. Every pupil will manifest 
peculiar defects, technically, which it will be in order to 
correct by the use of any exercise adapted to the purposed 
But all practice of exercises must be regarded as means 
to. an end, which* end is the musical performance 
of Music. Any use of studies or pieces conducing to 
this end, is legitimate, provided the same progress could' 
not be made in some other way more rapidly. But th§_ 
one sole purpose of music study is musics and everything 
is to be graded accordingly. 
You cannot, in the present state of the art of music 
teaching, grade accurately; the best you can do is to 
approximate. Even in the much admired public schools^ 
the grading is only approximate, scarcely one pupil in 
forty representing the exact status contemplated for the 
grade. You can approximate the state of musical matu¬ 
rity in the pupil. For example : one plays melodies well 
in the Mendelssohn Songs without words, but cannot play 
passages like those in common parlor pieces. Another 
plays passages well, but cannot deliver melodies with ex¬ 
pression, or produce a good quality of tone. You cannot 
“ take off” for mistakes, or at least I cannot; in fact, I 
may as well confess that through having all my life long 
given private lessons, I am poorly prepared to speak of 
class lessons, which at best I regard as only an indifferent 
substitute for private lessons. 
At the same time I would say that some years ago I 
experimented considerably with classes, and found that, 
for two or three quarters, pupils in the fourth grade or 
intermediate, did, perhaps, quite as well in classes as 
alone. I found afterward, however, that they did not _ 
get so well acquainted with fine music, nor with so great 
a variety of pieces, for the reason that the time of a class 
does not permit so much playing by each pupil as when 
there is only one pupil to the hour. The class learns 
theory well, and gains in confidence in playing before 
others; refinements of phrasing they do not succeed so 
well in, unless the entire class is kept an inordinately 
long time upon a Bingle piece. 
I have no doubt that the time will come when the 
principles of teaching will be formulated so definitely 
that class teaching will become possible, and, in fact, will 
supersede private teaching in all the lower grades.. 
In the higher grades there is not so much room for 
class work, owing to the difficulty of grading, and the 
length of time necessary for properly working up almost" 
any difficult solo. There is no one single concert per¬ 
formance of an advanced city pupil that does not repre- - 
sent from six to ten hours criticism by the teacher. A 
concerto represents probably twenty hours criticism, 
and months of practice. It takes from six to ten hours 
to criticise such a work properly after it has been care¬ 
fully studied by a pupil sufficiently advanced to study it 
successfully. The secret of the fine results secured by a 
few leading teachers, lies in their ability and patience to 
do this sort of criticism. Of course it is equally neces- - 
sary to be able to show the real nature of the various 
defects, and the touches or modes of thinking which 
will obviate them. This part of advanced teaching cah ft: 
never be shortened. It is the place where a young m 
hastens its footsteps through the aid of an older oni 
The study of thorough-bass, even though it be super-- , 
ficial, conduces to the better understanding of good Com-? 
positions, for it renders their construction intelligible; 
indeed, it is the grammar of music, and therefore an in¬ 
dispensable requisite for a deeper insight into thenature 
thereof.^-/. Moscheles. ’■ , ; 
The first condition for being an artist is respect for, 
and acknowledgment of, the great, and submission, to : 
it; and not the desire to extinguish the great flame in 
order that the small rush-light .should shinealittlg 
brighter. If an artist does not himselffed what '.is great, v § 
how can he succeed-in making me feel it ?-—F, 2£endets~ ‘ ^ : 
sohn-Barihaldy. 
56 THE ETUDE. 
Questions arifl &nsweijs. Qubs.—-Will you please write me through The Etude : nection. with it. When it is so changed, the proper 1. The best book on Counterpoint to follow “ Emery’s notation of the fact is the change of C sharp to D flat, a 
/ — . Elements of Harmony,” that could be studied without a tie connecting thfi two noteafor the purpose of 8howing 
Ques.—I have often wished to ask you to direct me to eijf ml g,, t> i, “Das Italienische Concert” that the D flat is the continuation of the C sharp. In 
another book • s good as Gordon’s Collection of Organ £ vvaetner in. isacn s L>as lAuemscne concert , , , „ . . - .. . .,. *<<T. 
Voluntaries, b Batiste. They are a grade I could play “Steingraeber Edition-first movement, fourth line on other words, the proper definition of a tie is this : Tie, 
with , at a great deal of practice, and as I am married, the third page, the sign for the tnll is to be played as a curved line connecting two notes of the same pitch to 
with a little family of my own, I cannot spend time to heldfthrotT ^ ■ aS a mor en > an show that the secbnd is a continuation of the first.” 
H^the^rioEtion of short nieces notloo simple **y°80 doing you^will greatly oblige a subscriber to Enharmonic changes have to be indicated by means of 
Jt The Etude. ties, when they are made during the progress of a tone. 
-a , l i   h ? simpiy s m 
study as I once could. __ • ®ROle Re. tnroug c , , 
Is there a collection of short pieces, not too simple, T BV° doinS 3™ wlU obli«e a sut 
for soft stops, devotional style, attractive, that one could a. he ii/ruDE. 
play as offertory while the deacons1 take the weekly con- Ans. 1.—There is no book on Counterpoint that you 
tributions? If therp were some of the hymn tunes with couid study successfully without a teacher. I do not 
variations I should think they would be very nice. 1 do , T 
not try to improvise in the least, save for interludes. I know &rea31? S?od text-book upon the subject—I am in 
often wish I had a work on progression of keys,' for the habit of using Bridge’s Counterpoint, in Novello’s 
we always sing Doxology after closing hymn, and most musical primers, but it is not a good book. Several 
always the key must be changed in the intCTverung^ restrictions are entirely wanting in it, such as forbidding 
m er u e. • _ BS‘ ’ -l4 A the fourth in two part counterpoint, etc., and the 
Ans.—Perhaps Mr. Clarence Eddy’s volume, “ lhe . . , .. mu , e ■ , , ,, , , ,, . _ N examples have too many licenses. The best wav for you 
Organ m Church” (Schuberth & Co.), comes as near 5 . . ... , , 
, . , , . .. . , is to take counterpoint lessons by mail, which you can do 
being what you want as anything. There are no hymn , 
... . . . T , ,, j T j . at moderate expense. The essential end m view in the 
tunes with variations, that 1 know of, and 1 do not , , , .... , .. 
... ., , , ... , , .„ study of counterpoint is the art of melodic movement, 
think they would be good things for church if there , , . .. . , . mi , , ’ 
, .. ., and of melodic development. The latter is carried 
were. A congregation usually gets enough of the old , „ Tl . . 
... ° . , , . . ., . ■ further in imitation, canon and fugue. It is impossible 
tunes without being dosed with them m fragments. , . ■ . ’ 
mi . . r, w ir u a* ,, j i ,. to write exercises yourself and derive much benefit from There is a work in German, Wolfahrt s Modulation , , , , . , 
0 ... ... , , them without having them looked over by a teacher, School, which comes pretty near meeting this demand. . ... , ,, ..... ; 
T . . , , , , ., , . . ., . -Hi v u • since you will not be able to discover their crudities and I once started to translate it and print it in English in . 
the Musical Independent, but the great Chicago fire put in°or^e® ness W1* oa assis ^ce" 
a stop to the work, and that was the end of it. It may ' a teingra er e ition o ac 
a
Enharmonic changes have to be indicated by means of 
The question as stated above illustrates the too common 
tendency of our elementary terminology to put the sign 
before the thing. Nearly all our current primers address 
themselves to teaching the rudiments of musical nota¬ 
tion, as if that were the real thing, and the music 
signified by it an accessory after the fact, fis lawyers 
say. “ The thing before the sign ” is as valid a principle 
of teaching, to-day, as it was when Lowell Mason stood up 
for it so valiantly. ^ 
DIE LOBELEI. 
I have often been questioned, both verbally and by 
letter, as to the exact meaning and interpretation of my 
“ Lorelei Fantasy,'1' and therefore give in The Etude a 
brief account of it, hoping it may reach all parties in¬ 
terested, and thus save frequent rewriting. 
The composition in question, like all other “ Loreleis,— 
is descriptive, and based upon the most famous of the 
Rhine legends, that of the Lorelei Siren. The fantasy / ,, , c •. T, 2. I have not the Steingraber edition of Bach’s Italian 
a stopto the work, and that was the end of it. It may ^ * on was conceived by the writer when approaching and pass- 
be in English now for anything I know. ’ J . 6 ... ing by boat the Lorelei rocks on the Rhine, a mass of 
There is no Normal Music School now, the regular soprano, i. irth page of the Peters edition, it is a bare black boulders, rising abruptly from the water, to a 
musical colleges furnishing a better course, or rather, tnl1’ and 18 80 marked m that edltlon- W* S* B‘ M* height of about 150 feet, at whose base runs the most 
dudUs now Drefer to take a conmlete course You will please answer the two following questions dangerous set of rapids on the river, am on whose 
pupils now preter to take a complete course. thr0Ugh The Etude, as found in first lesson of Fillmore’s a?™™4 the Lorelei S^en was supposed to perch and 
W. o. U. M. y- sing at twilight, to the intoxication and destruction of 
Ques.—What is meant by Gregorian tones (not Ques.—What did the Ancients do in music ? What did the boatmen below, who, spellbound, by the witchery of 
' chants) ?-M. W. ; they not do so tar as we know ? J. C. W. £n^erish^onAe^ocksa^hlXt^7 “ ^ ^ ’ 
Ans.—By Gregorian tones are meant simply Gre- Ans.—^What the Ancients didin music was to establish ^Th^compoStio^is0 supposed to open at some little 
gorian keys. The so-called Gregorian chants are in the intervals and scales as a basis of melody, and to use distance from the Lorelei rock, with a tranquil running 
old ecclesiastic keys, composed of the tones of the scale 
in different orders, one key running from la to la, 
another from do to do, another from re to re, mi to mi, 
fa to fa, etc. They are not used now in their pure form. 
W. S. B. M. 
Ques.—Will you please tell me why the terms Major 
melody as an important part of their culture. The accompaniment in the left hand, indicating the twilight 
Greeks carried , this further than any other race of flow of the river with a broken thread of melody, which 
. .x , . , , . ■ J - , ... occasionally wells to the surface in a single detached 
antiquity, having an elaborate system of scales which QQt^ 8Ugg^sted by thatrdine of Tennyson’s “ With an 
finally became enormously complicated and artificial, inner voice the river ran.” As we draw nearer the 
What they did not do, so far as we know, was to use scene of the legend, we catch snatches of the silver 
harmony. There is no evidence that they had. even the laughter of the Siren mingled with the distant ripple of 
J J *-1,» o f ilia fnnt rwf tno tq m mi a rnolr. I hpn nsf>B yuES i t ^ uau, ^ the°water, at the oo o  he fa ous ock T e rises
and Minor can be applied to seconds, thirds, sixths and major chord, still less that they practiced any sort of c}ear]T the Lorelei’s song, sweet and vibrant, but neither 
Qnrl nnf tn Jt n nnil .1 T. T n TT1 . ■* p l n « il ii  . 11V sevenths, and not to primes, octaves, fourths and fifths f 
S. 
Ans.—All terminology is essentially conventional in 
its character. The limitation of the term perfect to 
unisons, octaves, fourths and fifths, is a very old one, 
based upon the observation that while there is only one 
kind of octave, fifth, etc., that sounds well, there are 
two thirds, two sixths, that sound almost equally well, 
and two seconds, two sevenths, etc., that sound almost 
equally badly. Weitzrnann, however following Gott- 
polyphony. J. C. F. 
Ques.—Will you kindly answer in The Etude the 
following questions to a young teacher, who claims to 
have learned more real things of piano-playing theories 
through The Etude than from her teachers. 
1st. Would it be wrong to advise pupils to practice all 
the forms of broken chords and arpeggios, including 
dominant seventh and diminished chords, in all the keys 
first with the same fingering before dividing them in 
different classes, regarding fingering? 
2d. What is the theoretical explanation of lines, viz., 
fried Weber and many others, apply maj’or and minor going from melody notes in the treble to melody notes in 
indiscriminately to all denominations of intervals. It the.base? 
simplifies the terminology, but banishes the old distinc¬ 
tion. I do not see that it is any material improvement. 
W. S. B. M. 
Ques.—What is a scale ? 
I do not find it possible to answer this question briefly, 
and at the same time intelligibly, to a-child. It will be entire list of chords-and appeggios as such, add without g&^as weMTsup^sed to lekve'the' rock behind us," till 
necessary to begin back and approach the denouement continuing them long enough to form a habit of finger- w0 bear only broken fragments of the melody and 
logically. I propose' the—following catechism: Pray ing. All kinds of passage-practice upon the piano have snatches of laughter in the distance as before; and 
tell me whether you think it plain. two ends in view: First, familiarizing the pupil with--finally, nothing is left but the peaceful theme in the left 
. * , . - , . . . unii which formed the introduction ot the composition, 
Ans.—A scale is a series of tones, one octave, or passage formulas and modes of construction ; second, to “hae J.anqail flow of the river, with the “inner voice.” 
several octaves, ascending by regular definite intervals, furnish them with-practicable and convenient fingering, 4 Edward Baxter Perry. 
or descending by steps or half-steps from a principal and to form a habit of fingering each passage in its most . ... —-- 
tone called a key-note. convenient way. The first end, would be subserved by What though success will not attend on all"; who 
Ques.—What are the principal kinds of scales ? the mode of teaching you mention, but the others would bravely dares must sometimes risk a fall.—Smollet. 
Ans.—Diatonic and Chromatic. be hindered, because, as a matter of fact, arpeggios, are _MusIC is the most modern of all arts ; it commenced 
Ques.—What is a Chromatic scale ? _ not generally fingered in this way. a8 the simple exponent of joy and sorrow (major or 
Ans.—A chromatic scale is one that ascends or 2. - There is no theoretical explanation of lines con- minor). The ill-educated man can scarcely believe^ that 
descends by half-steps. It is produced by playing all necting melody notes in one hand, or on one staff, with '17“ifficStPfOThim to'IiompreCdThe 
the keys of the piano in succession, not omitting any, those upon the other. It is merely a convenient way of more^ individual masters, such as Beethoven and Schu- 
black or white. directing the reader’s eye to notes, the connection of bert. We have learned to express the finer shades of 
Ques.—How many Chromatic Scales are there? which might otherwise be overlooked. feeling by penetrating more deeply into the mysteries ot 
Ans.-—As many as one chooses to play. But they are 3. C sharp and D flat cannot be tied so as to harmony^_ ■ 
all composed of the very same sounds. The only differ- “prevent striking of that key the second time,” to Y)frANTED—By a young lady, a position as church 
ences are in the manner of writing and naming, them, judge pupils by the specimens I see. The tone C sharp, .VY . organist, where there is a. good opening for, a 
and beginning upon a different tone. can be enharmonically changed to D flat, without re- teacher of a piano and organ, or position as assistant 
W. S. B. M, peating it, simply by changing the chord played in con- teacher in a college. Address E. W., Etude Office. 
Can a C sharp and D flat be tied so as to prevent the Lorelei rock 
passionate nor powerful, alluring rather than compelling, 
with the running accompaniment of the water ever 
present. This mood is held throughout the first recital 
of the entire melody, but with a slight increase of 
strength, a little fuller pulsation, as we are supposed to 
approach. At its sudden cessation is heard the boat¬ 
man’s song, a minor theme in strong contrast^ sugges¬ 
tive of the mood and character of the boatman on the 
river below, of the “love and longing and woe” 
which “quicken his heart” at sight of the siren and 
sound of her song. This sinister theme, with its turbu¬ 
lent accompaniment, grows in intensity and passion to a 
vehement climax, which indicates the catastrophe of the 
legend, the engulfing of boat and boatman at the foot of 
the Lorelei rock. It is followed by a few incoherent - f
the striking of that key the second time? W. S. phrases of no melodic form, swirls of the gurgling water 
) . ,, where it has opened, diminishing rapidly to pianissimo, 
Ans. 1.—It might not be wrong to do this, but it would wben the Lorelei’s song again arises, this time jubilant 
not be a very good way, unless it were done rapidly^, and strong, ringing out over the river, above the roar of 
merely for the sake of making them familiar with theTthe rapids, as she gloats over her victim, and working 
up to a second climax of, vindictive glee. J?his sub 
sides as we are supposed to leave the rock behind us, till 
e h r lv r fr t f t l  
' re ;
-fi ll , t i  is l ft t t  f l t i t  l ft 
ha d f
the tranquil flow of the river, with the “ inner voice.” 
 
t t s ss ill t tt ll;  

f 
This beautiful lyric affords one of the best possible introductions to the art of playing- a melody, with an ac¬ 
companiment divided between the two hands. —— 
In addition to the usual conditions of accuracy as reg-ards the note sT and the correct touches as. reg-ards the 
technic, there are certain restrictions which must be observed in order to present the piece in its best effectThese 
special restrictions are, 1. that the melody be played perfectly legrato, by changing* fingers upon every note, except 
the last of the phrase, exactly as indicated in the notes. 2. that the last note of the four sixteenths be termina¬ 
ted before the melody note, which it helps to accompany. In this way the group of four sixteenth notes is short¬ 
ened, whereas the common effect is the opposite one, the melody notes being shortened of a part of their time , 
while the accompaniment notes are lengthened. This way of performingifhe passage has the effect of bringing 
out the last of the,four sixteenth notes into quite undesirable prominence. As an additional exercise, it would be 
well to practice it a few times, each hand playing the notes that belong to it as written, but all together, like 
a choral. In this performance the hand must be balanced in such a way that the soprano voice will slightly prep 
onderate, and possess a melodic qualify of tone. Both hands must fall upon the keys exactly together,and not the 
^ * * . ' 
left hand before the right, as is the bad habit of many in chord successions. These three exercises can be carried 
as far as the judgement of the teacher may find necessary in each individual case. 
The pupil must learn that there is only one way in which a lyric piece can be made to sound quite smoothly up 
.*» * -T. 
on the piano, and that is to play the melody exactly legato, and keep accompaniment in proper subjection therewith, 
a) The note B is taken with right hand, also the B in the next measure. 
/ v m. ■ ■ 
ill 
Matthews Phrasing II-3. Copyright 1889 by Theo. Presser. 
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6) The Eb in this and like measures should, owing to its being a harmouic“exceptionai> note, receive a slight pressure 
accent. 




* MUSICAL LITERATURE.' 
A VALUABLE LIST OF BOOKS FROM A WIDE-AWAKE TEACHER. 
BY W. F. GATES. 
Editor Etude:— 
Among the answers received to my card in the Febru¬ 
ary Etude comes one from Joseph Maclean, of Tennessee, 
which is so complete that I send it to‘ybufor publication, 
knowing that it will be of value to many of your readers. 
It covers a wide range’, and is chosen and classified with 
tare. We need no better introduction to Mr. Maclean’s 
qualifications as a musician than this list, of which he 
says, “I have actually read and studied;’* The people 
who play are many, but the people who read and think 
are few; and judging by the following array of books, 
Mr. Maclean is one ot the latter class, and it is this lat¬ 
ter class to whom the rising generation of musicians 
must look for correct musical guidance and enthusiastic 
instruction based on right principles. Of the two, give 
me the man who reads rather than the man who plays 
and reads not! 
Of other lists that I have, one of the most valuable is 
sent me by the well-known writer and teacher, H. Sher¬ 
wood Vining, of Brooklyn. I will send it, with others, 
for a later issue of the Etude. 
Synodical College, Rogersville, Tenn., 
- February 18th, 1889. 
W. F. Gates, Esq., 
Crete, Nebraska. 
Dear Sir: In reply to your card in the February 
Etude, I sendjthe following list of musical books which 
have proven incalculably valuable to me in my private 
study and in my work with my pupils :— 
HISTORY. 
Manual of Musical History, F. L. Ritter...Scribner. 
History of Music (2 vols.), F. L. Ritter.Ditson. 
Fillmore’s Lessons in Musical History........ Presser. 
Fillmore’s “Piano Music”...............Presser. 
Hunt’s History of Music........Scribner. 
Langhau’8 History (trans. by Cornell).Schirmer. 
Elson’s Curiosities of Music.Ditson. 
Mathews’ “How to Understand Music ”.Presser. 
BIOGRAPHY. 
Great German Composers, Ferris  .Appleton. 
Great Italian Composers, Ferris....Appleton. 
Music and Morals, Haweis, Part II.Harper. 
“ Great Musician Series,” Ed. by Dr. Hueffer. 
-*—> Scribner. 
Correspondence of Wagner and Liszt....Scribner. 
Correspondence of Zelter and Goethe..Bohn Library. 
Recent Music and Musicians, Moscheles..Holt. 
Life of Mendelssohn, Lampadius ..Ditson. 
Memoir of Mendelssohn. Hiller...J. Church. 
Correspondence of Mendelssohn and Moscheles. 
Roberts Bros. 
Life of Chopin, Liszt.....Ditson. 
Life of Chopin, KarasouskiS.Church. 
Life of Liszt..Ramann. 
Life of Verdi, Ponjuis. Scribner. 
Life of Robt. Franz, Osterwald.....German. 
theory. 
Richter’THarmony.  Schirmer. 
Richter’s Counterpoint.  Schirmer. 
Stainer’s Harmony.Novello. 
Emery, Elements of Harmony.Schmidt. 
Bridge’s Counterpoint and Canon......Novello. 
Bussler’s Musical Form......Schirmer. 
Berlioz’s Instrumentation..Novello. 
Stainer’s Composition. Novello. 
OuSeley’s Musical Form...Oxford Un. Press. 
PauePs Musical Forms...Novello. 
Fillmore’s New Lessons in Harmony.........Presser. 
Wieck’s Piano and Song....Ditson. 
Riemann’s Nature of Harmony.Presser. 
Scientific Basis of Music, Stone.Novello. 
technics. \ 
Kullak’s “ Art of Touch,”,.....Schirmer. 
Germer’s Piano Technics .. ..Schuberth. 
Christiani’s Piano-playing..Harper. 
M. Lussy’s Musical Expression....Novello. 
Klecznyski’s How to Play Chopin. 
ESTHETICS. 
Mathews’ “How to Understand Music.” 
Pauer’s Elements of the Beautiful in Music. 
Elterlein’s Beethoven’s Sonatas. 
Grove’s Beethoven’s Symphonies..G. H. Ellis. 
Burlingame’s “ Wagner’s Art Life and Theories.” 
H. Holt. 
CRITICISM. 
Ehlert’s “ Frofii the Tone World ”,.Schuberth. 
Schumann’s “ Music and Musicians.” 
Suite, by Hauslick (in German). 
Melodie et Harmome, St. Saens...........French. 
GENERAL REFERENCES. 
Grove’s Music of Music and Musicians. 
O. Paul’s Lexicon der Tonkunst......German. 
Gathy’s Musikalisches Conversations Lexicon...Ger. 
Fetie’ Biographie Universalle....... .French. 
Realm of Tones. (Portraits and sketches.) 
One of the moBt valuable helps that I have is my 
“ Musical Scrap Book,” consisting of two large volumes, 
in which for ten years or more I have collected analyses 
of famous works, biographical sketches, historical facts, 
etc. It is indeed an “Omnium Gatherum” of many 
valuable things. I trust. I have not drawn this out too 
long, but will add thatyasyou requested, I have given 
only works which I have actually read and studied, so l 
can vouch for each one in its particular line’. Several 
that I mentioned, as the “ How to Understand Music,” 
of Mathews, could fit in under several heads—-history, 
biography, theory, Esthetics, and criticism. I think, if 
your request meets with a ready response, it may prove 
very helpful. Wishing you much success, I am, 
Tours very truly, 
Joseph Maclean. 
EDUCATIONAL MAXIMS. 
BY CHAB. W. LANDON. 
The teacher, if he really teaches, must himself find 
out what the pupil most needs to know, and he most 
learn what the pupil knows as well as what he does not 
know. Furthermore, he must understand the pupil’s 
temperament, disposition, and capacity, and what kind 
of a mind the pupil has, before he can impart effectually 
the necessary knowledge in such a way that the pupil 
can comprehend the details of the subject taught; but 
still the teaching needs to be proyed by hearing the pupil 
explain the subject and give an example of the thing 
taught, and be further tested by questions, until he can 
give it clearly in his own words. If it be possible, have 
the pupil give an active demonstration at the piano, or 
with the voice, as the case may be, when his failure, 
partial or complete success, will indicate the necessity 
of further supplementary explanations and commenda¬ 
tions; and do not forget the commendations. When 
commending a pupil, always let it be for wort well done, 
and not fulsome praise or flattery. Undue praise will 
weaken a teacher’s influence over his pupil. 
The good teacher must have unlimited patience, and 
never, even under the most provoking circumstances, 
allow himself to become impatient, for this will make 
the pupil peevish and fretful, and the lesson will be a fail¬ 
ure; but, on the other hand, the pnpil, seeing that his 
teacher is patient and trying to kindly help him over his 
difficulties, will restrain his discouraged feelings and do 
his best. Show an active sympathy with the pupil’s hon 
est endeavors, even if they show themselves more in 
mistakes than in acceptable results. A clear mind, that 
is at ease, is an absolute necessity. Like begets like; 
therefore it is necessary for the teacher to save self- 
control, and not only keep himself good-natured, but he 
must keep his pupil cheerful and happy, and if he is inter¬ 
ested in the pupil’s best progress, the pupil will be so in 
spite of himself. 
The child, if a young beginner, has waited for, and 
dreamed of, his first music lesson. All his love of music 
is concentrated into this hour, and he presents himself 
to you expecting at once to realize his dreams. The 
teacher must be tender and cordial in, manner, and 
although he is careful to make right impressions of the 
study of music and lay a true foundation in the pupil’s 
method of study and practice, it must be done so as to 
win the child’s regard and friendship. He must at once 
be put at ease ana feel that his teacher is a friend, one 
that will lead and not drive. There is much in the idea 
that good teaching is in getting the pnpil to teach him¬ 
self, therefore lead the pupil to help himself, relying upon 
yonr guidance. 
Impress on the pupil that to learn and correctly under¬ 
stand the new ideas and parts of a lesson, and to play 
with feeling and expression, is the chief end of practice 
and study, and the amount that he learns is measured by 
the zeal and interest with which he conforms to the 
above. 
Do not allow a pnpil to think himsfelf below the aver 
age in ability; do not- indulge in discouraging remarks 
Point out a way for the pupil to improve; explain diffi 
culties in a way that will lead the pupil to think for him 
self, for remember that the amount of thinking and 
interest go hand in hand. Suggest a hint of what you 
wish the pnpil to discover and know; get him to think 
for himself, never explaining what he can find out for 
himself, to do so robs him of a valuable part of his 
mental cultivation. Emerson has given expression to 
this truth ad follows: “It is a low benefit to give me 
something; it is a high benefit to enable me to do some 
what of myself.” 
With advanced pupils, give as much theory as is illus-' 
trated in the piece studied, but it is useless to explain or 
teach what is not at once used or practiced, wors* than 
useless, for it is confusing, and has a tendency to make' 
the pupil dislike theory. 
In giving a lesson go to the core of the matter in hand 
and give to the pupil the enlightening facts, and these 
facts will be different at each lesson, with each differ .it 
subject taught, and with different pupils. If a pupil does 
not understand or succeed either at the first trial or after 
practice, then the failure is the teacher’s fault; he'shouKLsir- 
try again, explaining and illustrating until he knows the 
pnpil folly understands, or has the artistic ideal as it 
should be. Win or die, hut win first. 
Give the pupil the reasons for five finger exercise 
practice, namely, their common use in pieces; they also 
have technical value as a drill for the fingers in the 
"egato, which touch is the foundation of pianoforte play¬ 
ing. Finger passages form a large part of all music, asd 
to play them well is to have a great percentage of all 
mnsic at one’s command;this is also true of scales and 
arpeggios. 
The “knowledge of human nature ” is a difficult art 
to acquire, but the teacher cannot do successful work 
without this knowledge. 
The pupil must be known in a many-sided way, and 
the teacher should adapt himself to the pupil’s needs 
and use such language and illustrations as the pupil can 
understand. The teacher must be able to see a difference 
in pupils, and to define clearly what that difference is, 
and decide what and how to teach in order to do the 
best for the pupil. •- 
Go slow until the exercise, 6tude, or piece is learned, 
and velocity will eventually take care of itself, but the 
most perfectly learned pieces must be often practiced, 
very slow, with the utmost precision, and with loose snug, 
wrists, and hands, if they are to he performed with a 
hope of producing good effect. Never go at a rate, of 
tempo that is outside of certainty and repose, nor faster 
than the mind can comprehend the music and its correct 
fingering, except after much slow and exact practice; 
attempt the passage or piece at the correct tempo, bat it ' 
once go over it again, slowly and precisely. The light 
of the mind must show the way. Fast practice makesy; 
slow progress; do not be in haste to know the effect -ot 
the piece; brilliant playing is the result of careful work. 
It is a common fault to begin at so high a rate of speed 
that breaking and stumbling are inevitable, and this 
feverish haste is far removed from the repose that is a 
necessary part of a successful performance. 
Mark says, “He that feels, pleasure in music may > 
with confidence devote as mnch time and labor- to it as 
circumstances may allow; so long as it is a labor of love 
with him, it will be a labor of profit also, and every one 
will be led so far as his sincere but unalloyed pleasure in 
mnsic calls him. The taste of the individual is worth 
cultivating in proportion to- the pleasure felt by the 
individual in the art itself/’ But Bacon says,^Choose 
the life that is most useful, and habit wilry make 
it the most agreeable.” But to give a more prac¬ 
tical answer, any one who can sing even a little can 
learn to, successfully, but the ability to sing is not 
necessary; for he who enjoys mnsic, and can perceive 
difference enough in tunes to enable him to' say if the 
piece was fast or slow, sad or gay, can learn to play. 
Fashion has mnch to do with the desire to learn music, 
but the teacher can test the candidate’s amount aha 
quality of taste by playing—not singing, for the wordr 
might influence his choice instead of the music—two or v 
more pieces in as many different styles, and questioning: 
as to which piece he liked better, the faster or the 
slower, which was brilliant and gay and which sombre 
and slow. 
Cheerfulness is of prime value to the mnsic teacher. 
In meeting a pupil he must be so cordial and friendly as 
to at once put the pupil at ease. A cold, domineering 
manner repels the pupil and prevents a. successful lesson, 
and defeats the teacher’s otherwise best efforts. “The 
lesson hour must be one of enjoyment. Cheerfulness is. 
a magnet that draws out the kindly feelings of the pupil 
and prepares him to receive into an active and receptive x 
mind the instructions of his teacher. No one can do? 
his best work or think his best thoughts unless he is 
spired by the spirit of cheerfulness. Thecheerfotfp 
teacher will have a large, happy and hard-working classft 
of pupils that love ana respect him. • Forget self, an i 
put mind, soul and body into your work, ana your he 
cheerfulness will help your pupils on to great achieve^-)/ 
ments and inspire them to their best endeavors. . ‘ - 
———   - \C'A >£■£;';>» ' 
Freedom of spirit and expression are not possible, but 
with nimbleness and soreness of the fingers.—U. M. 1 # 
Weber. -.'. 1 - 
The struggle through which a musician :has|;i^||i^||j 
..cannot be regarded as a very great ^ hardship ;• if 
is not his natural calling, he will give it up for wEavwrx. 
success, but if he is a favorite of the Muse, he:;ym^| 
triurnnh in spite of it.—Hauptmann. 
TEE PROEESSION ABU THE PUBLIC * 
■ ^ ' ,, —■—— 
BY S. IT. TAN DEMAN. 
The public, while often sadly misjudging individuals 
and their motives, is, as a rule, very just in its judgment 
of any class of men, as a trade or profession. This in 
mind let us consider— 
First, our standing in the estimation of the people as 
compared with other professions, and, 
Second, some means of betterment. 
First, then, how does Ours stand in the estimation of 
the public as compared with other professions ? In 
order to answer this, it is necessary to call attention, 
briefly, to a few facts about some other Professions. 
The Clergy in most denominations, before entering 
upon the special study of Theology, are required to 
possess a thorough classical education. _ To gain admis¬ 
sion to the departments of Law, Medicine, or Dentistry 
in the University of Michigan, the applicant must pass 
an examination in all ‘‘ common English branches” and 
prepare a paper on some assigned topic. The standard 
in these departments is being raised as fast as possible, 
and the Faculty regret that it is not higher at present. 
The best of other schools, I believe, have similar require¬ 
ments, but if not, the public have. Besides, to enter 
successfully any trade or profession (excepting one of 
the fine arts) public opinion demands several years’ 
apprenticeship Or some kind of special training. 
On the other hand, what is understood in the public 
mind by the term ‘ ‘ Musical Profession ” ? We sometimes 
art tempted think the people of Kansas very credulous 
of any humbug and very suspicious of the individual who 
wants to do honest, thorough work. A lady once told 
me that such a piano was good, for Mr. So and So said 
so, and he “ sells pianos.” I was afraid he might “ sell ” 
the lady, for, by his own admission, he knew nothing 
about a piano excepting what traveling agents were 
pleased to tell him. In fact, it is hardly necessary for 
one to announce himself as a musician, since his abilities 
( ?) are so soon recognized by the very knowing(?) public. 
Mr. A has not been very successful as a horse trader, 
and desiring to follow a more honest business, he be¬ 
comes an organ peddler. He plays that instrument some, 
but prefers the “ fiddle.” In order to show off an organ 
he “fiddles ” for the people at a “Lyceum” in some 
country school house. An aspiring politician has hon¬ 
ored the occasion by his presence, and our “fiddler” 
appears in the county papers as “ Professor A.” This 
helps,him sell organs as he gives a “term of lessons 
free” to every purchaser. These pupils don’t want to 
change teachers when the term is up, so they “ persuade ” 
him to keep right on with them until they “ graduate ” or 
get married, many of them becoming teachers(?) them¬ 
selves. He doesn’t confine himself to organ teaching, 
as piano pupils apply, since he always “gives tunes'5 
even to beginners—and of course “ the organ is just like 
the piano, only you have to pump the organ.” ' He gets 
a room in some second or third class city and is soon 
very popular (his twin teaches in some first-class city at 
thirty-three cents a lesson and street car fare). 
Mr. B is a teacher in the same town, but his pupils 
“don’t get along fast,” and have to practice such “ugly 
exercises” that he is not popular. He has a few talented 
and faithful pupils of whom he is justly proud. From 
one of these, a pupil of “ Prof. A” hears something about 
a “ correct position of the hand,” “touch,” “legato and 
staccato, ” “ phrasing ’ ’ etc. With a wise and condescend¬ 
ing look, her “ Prof.” informs her that these things “ will 
come of themselves.” This “ Professor” never attends 
teachers associations, as no one can teach him anything, 
and he doesn’t propose giving away his valuable knowl¬ 
edge and experience. Or he maybe kept so busy that 
he “can never attend anything of that kind.” 
Miss C has taken “two quarters,” and of course can 
“ show beginners.” • 
Miss D*s parents judge from the amount of money 
spent on “her music” that she “is certainly competent A’ 
At any rate, “ she must make some of it back.” 
Mr. E is really a good musician and knows how to 
teach, but it is so- much easier and more profitable to 
give the people what will “take” in performing and 
teaching that he cannot resist- the temptation. JC^s F 
has a teacher of acknowledged, ability. She teaches 
cheaper than he, and gets pupils on his reputation. 
Miss G is quite ydung, but begs for pupils “ with tears 
in her eyes,” which cannot be withstood, although parents 
know she is not competent. 
Miss J is employed because the child “ likes her,” and 
bo on, ad infinitubi. All these, the most thorough mu 
sician must greet-as brothers and sisters in the pro 
fession, of be accused of egotism or jealousy, or both 
That these cases are not wholly imaginary may be shown 
by the facts brought out in the paper read by Mr. E. M, 
Bowman at the last meeting of the National Association. 
Only a reference to this paper is, I trust, necessary. 
The fact that ninety-five per cent of the piano teaching in 
onf country is wojse than useless, so far as correct play¬ 
ing is concerned, makes me conclude there is something 
. 'Extracts from a lecture delivered at Kansas Music Teachers 
Association. . 
wrong with either the public or the profession. In view 
of all this, is it strange that the popular opinion of our 
profession is very low or that a teacher of the Divine 
Art ” .is sometimes greeted with the query “ still giving 
lessons, are you?” and (the reply being “yea”) a lock 
which means, “ Well, I thought you would have been at 
something by this time. ” 
But where do people get these strange notions of music, 
musical education and the profession itself? If not from 
us, where then ? Do we expect Apollo himselfto appear on 
the scene and set things to rights? If he should, I fear 
work would have to begin in our own ranks. No, the 
responsibility is ours, and we cannot shake it off if we 
would. 
The first means, then, of improving the existing state 
of affairs will naturally be, first of all, a more thoroughV 
preparation for our work, and the first thing of import¬ 
ance in this is thorough mental training, 
I once heard a lecturer of considerable note remark 
that the brains of a college student on graduation very 
much resemble a honey-comb with cells, large and well 
formed, but empty, to be filled with the honey of experi¬ 
ence. Now if this “ honey” be musical knowledge and 
teaching experience, surely the man whose mind is most 
developed will be capable of receiving and retaining the 
most of both, to say nothing of his being able to most 
clearly and readily comprehend and interpret the thoughts 
of master minds. Some .one says that music is indeed 
philosophy, but only to the philosopher. Not only this, 
but he whose mental faculties are best trained will be 
able best to use the knowledge he has and profit most 
by experience. 
If I had a ease in court I should employ a lawyer hav¬ 
ing but one year’s special law study but a thorough 
classical education in preference to one with ten years’ 
special study, but little or no education besides, both 
having, of course, average natural abilities. The former 
will perhaps possess the more knowledge, or, if not, will 
be able to use what he has to the best possible advantage, 
while the latter may not think of the very thing that will 
win the case, though it may be a very simple point of 
law. Lincoln once suspended his law practice in order 
to better fit himself for it ; and how aid he spend this 
time ? In reading Blackstone or some other noted 
authority? No, in “mastering” twelve books of Euclid 
to improve his reasoning powers. 
So in our profession, the well-trained man will know 
how to adapt himself to individuals and their peculiar 
needs, while the one1 ideaed teacher will be a poor model 
for his pupils—nothing more, unless it be a scolding 
machine. 
A writer in a recent number of The Etude says 
that a person with “a thorough general education and 
no previous musical training wili sueceed as well 
teaching music as the life-long piano player with little or 
no general education.” 
Another reason. Any profession, to be highly esteemed, 
must be followed, as a rule, by “ thoughtral and schol¬ 
arly” men and women. We should know “something 
of everything” is the popular feeling. 
If an architect is to erect a lasting and beautiful 
structure, he must have good material for his use ; so, if 
we are to have thorough, well-trained teachers, we must 
have thorough, systematic men and women from which 
to make them. The value of music as a means of gen¬ 
eral culture, whether one does or does not expect to enter 
the profession, should be brought before the public mind 
as often as possible. 
As to the special culture necessary for a teacher, I 
will simply quote the last part of the popular saying 
above mentioned, viz., that we should know “ everything 
of something.” 
Imagine a teacher of music, in conversation with an 
intelligent merchant, farmer or any well read person not 
a musician, being asked, “Do you teach counterpoint ? ” 
and the stammering “No,” accompanied by a blank 
look which says plainly “never heard of it.” Would 
this raise the individual or the profession in the estima¬ 
tion of the questioner ? and yet such a query is not 
unheard of from a person who reads nothing better than 
the popular magazines. The teacher who talks about 
“ Beth-ov-en and Back,” and tells about praeticin 
seventeen hours a day, for a week, on two measures o 
music, to impress his wonderful musical abilities upon a 
lady of education and refinement, will certainly miss his 
aim. 
However, in our efforts to elevate the public ideas for 
the art and profession,“we must use more wisdom than 
the fisherman of whom Talmage tells. After fishing for 
some time with no success, he threw his tackle into the 
water with the exclamation ‘ ‘ bite or be damned. ” Com¬ 
munities are like individuals, subject to peculiar preju¬ 
dices and other human weaknesses, but, like individuals, 
they may also be wonderfully changed for the better by 
patience, perseverance and wisdom, Means of accom¬ 
plishing this, I trust, will be brought out in the discussion. 
about which they know least, with most assurance and 
stubbornness. Thus parents, or neighbors who forget to 
mind their own business, often know more about how 
fast pupils should go, how often lessons should be given, 
when to give “pieces,” talent of pupils, etc., than the 
teacher who may have spent years in gaining his knowl¬ 
edge and experience. A thorough, honest teacher has 
not only to contend against this, but also against the 
ignorance or, sometimes, I, fear, the dishonesty of some 
whose business it is to know and do better, but who, 
from selfish motives, fall in with these notions and undo 
much of the good that has been done. Right here I wish 
to say that in my own experience, I have generally had 
the hearty support and confidence of parents, imperfect 
as my work has been. It is needless to say that without 
this a teacher can do nothing. 
Finally, we cannot all be teachers of great ability, but 
in this day, when the best thoughts of the best' men may 
be had almost for the asking, no one need be a humbug 
“ Who does the best his circumstances allow, 
Does well, acts nobly, angels could no more.” 
All of us can, at least, profit by our experience, use 
every possible means to increase our stock of knowledge, 
aim high ourselves and endeavor always to place high 
ideals before the minds of our pupils and friends, and 
whatsoever our hands find to do, do it with all our 
might. 
"This above all: to thine own self be true, 
And it must follow, as the night the day, 
Thou canst not then be false to any man.” 
00H0ERT PROGRAMMES. 
“ A little learning is a dangerous thing; 
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring: 
There, little draught Intoxicates the brain, 
And drinking largely sobers it again.” 
It is certainly true that people are apt to express them¬ 
selves and hold to their preconceived notions of things 
Pupils of If. H. Eddy, St. Johnshury, Vi. 
Duet, “ Fan “Tom; ” Causerie, Goldner ; Waltz ; 
Nocturne, E flat, Chopin; In the Duck Yard ; Pizzicato 
Polka, Strauss; Nearer My God to Thee, Var., Ryder; 
Au Matin, Godard; Fantaisie Militaire, Wm. A. Smith; 
Grand March Militaire, Wallenhaupt; Song of the 
Tinker, Egghard; Capriccia, Op. 13, C. H. Morley ; 
Waltz Brillante, Chopin; Tarentelle. Op. 85, Heller; 
Fanst, Gounod; Gavotte, Meyer; The Song of the 
Brook, Warren; False Brillante, W. Goldner. 
Teachers' Recital, Seminary Chapel, Montpelier, Vt. 
Valse No. 3 (four hands), Moszkowski; Ernani, Fly 
With Me, Scene and Cavatini, Yerdi; a, Menuetto, Op. 
75, Schubert; b, Fantaisie Impromptu, Op. 66, C sharp 
minor, Chopin ; a, I Heard a Brooklet Gushing, Schu¬ 
bert; b, To Sevilla, Dessauer; a, Nachtstueeke, Op. 23, 
Nos. 3 and 4, Schumann ; b, Gnomen-Reigen, Liszt. 
Second Annual Entertainment of the Music Teachers' 
Association of San Francisco, California. 
Yalse Caprice, Op. 16, Tausig; Aria, II Giuramento, 
Mereadante; Ciaccona, Tomaso Vitali; Homage a 
Haendel, Op. 92, Moscheles. Accompanist, Mr. C. W. 
Reynolds. 
Henry G. Thunder, 313 South Tenth Street. 
a, Feuerzauber (Magic Fire Scene) (Die“WaTlUre), E, 
Wagner-Brassin ; b. Siegmund’s Love Song (Die Walk- 
iire) Bb, Wagner-Tausig; cj At the Spring, Db, Joseffy ; 
The Erl King, Schubert; a, Prelude, Op. 28, No. 16 
Db; b, Fantasie-Impromptu, Op. 66, C#; c, Nocturne, 
Op. 62, No. 2, E, Chopin; d, Menuet (Humoresques 
4 1’ antique), Op. 14, No. 2, G, Paderewski; I Have 
Lost My Eurydice (Orpheus and Eurydice), Gluek ; a, 
Polonaise, Op. 26, No. 1, C#; b, Andante Spianato, 
Op. 22, G, Chopin; c, Air de ballet, Op. 36, No. 5, G, 
Moszkowski; d, Romanse, Op. ,28, No. 2, Ftf, Schu¬ 
mann ; e, Valse Caprice, Eb. Rubinstein ; a, Arabian 
Song, Lacome ; b, Wohin? (Wbither), Lassen ; a, Ave 
Maria, E, b, Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 2, F#, Liszt. 
Mr. William P. Gundry, Mineral Point, Wisconsin. 
Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3; a, allegro; b, allegretto 
vivace; c, Minuetto, moderato; d, presto con fuoco, L. 
Von Beethoven; a. “Long Ago, A. Strelezki ”; b, 
“ Last Night,” H. Kjerulf; Romance, Op. 28, No. 2, 
R. Schumann ; a, Bolero, Op. 19; b, Polonaise, Op. 40, 
No. 1, F. Chopin; “Hark, Hark, the Lark,” F. Schu¬ 
bert ; “La Fileuse,” Op. 156, No. 2, J. Raff; “Les 
Deux Alouettes,” Op. 2, T. Leschetizky; Waltz, Op. 17. 
M. Moszkowski. , . 
Alfred University, Alfred Centre, N. Y. 
Serenade, D Minor; Barcarolle, F Minor, Op. 30, 
No. 1 ; Roxnanza, E flat Major, Op. 44 ; Songs, Spring 
Song, Op. 32, No. 2; The Tear, Op. 83, No. 8 ; Yearn¬ 
ings, Op. 8, No. 5; Nocturne, G Major, Op. 75, No. 
8; Chevalier et PaysC, B flat; Valse Caprice, E ilat 
Major';“Sm5gsrA“Dream, Op. 8, No. 1; The Asra, Op. 
32, No. 6; Gold Rolls Here Beneath Me, Op. 34, N • 
9; Kamennoi-Ostrow (portrait No, 22), Op. 10; Stac¬ 
cato Etude, Op. 23, No. 2; Polonaise, E flat Major. 
How empty learning, and how vain is art, but as it 
mends-the fife, and guides the heart!—Young. 
The highest triumph of all art is to .give expression to 
the pathetic.—Cousin. 
' PUBLISHERS NOTES, - 
A mistake occurred in> the music pages of the last 
issue. Our lithographer knows nothing of music, and 
requires the closest watching constantly to keep him 
from making mistakes. From a peculiarity of that kind 
of printing, a 44 form proof” cannot be given. We can 
only regret the blunder, and will endeavor to prevent a 
similar occurrence. The issue was late in going out or 
we should have reprinted the four pages correctly. 
However, the pages of music‘in the Etude are merely 
sample pages, and everything printed therein can be 
had in regular sheet inusie form. 
If teachers would write their name and address on 
packages of music when returned to publisher, much 
annoyance would be prevented. Packages without 
names are piled up in our mailing department. The 
fact that mention is made that music sent on sale will be 
or is returned, does not alter the matter. Unless the 
entry clerk sees that note the package, in most cases, 
remains unopened. We receive daily a large number 
of letters and postals, and each one is sent to different 
clerks for attention ; often a letter is two or three days 
making the rounds of the different departments. A let¬ 
ter may contain money on account, money for subscrip¬ 
tion, an order for music, question for the Etude, a com¬ 
plaint of some kind, inquiry as to price of goods, and in 
a footnote perhaps these words: 441 will return, as soon 
as I get ready, the music sent on sale.” This getting 
ready may mean five minutes or three weeks. Here is a 
specimen letter of that kind:— 
Iowa, Feb. 20th, 1889. 
Mb. Pbesseb :— 
I enclose a money order for nine dollars and fifty cents 
($9,501. Send me following music (here follows a list of 
pieces). The last music you sent was not suitable. 
Send me some other pieees more difficult. Send me 
that new book of yours (here follows the name). I like 
the Etude, and will continue to take it. (This is all we 
know that money has been sent for that purpose.) I 
will soon return much of my on sale music. What is 
the lowest price for which you would sell me Grove’s 
Dictionary. I enclose you the programme of my last 
concert, and send you a newspaper with an account of it. 
(The newspaper comes most likely not marked.) I have 
a question for the Etude. (Here follows the question ) 
AH this interspersed with irrelevant matter, and the 
whole of it crowded into one paragraph. Sometimes a 
postal card will contain more than what is included in 
the above letter. 
Here are a few things that all teachers should observe : 
1. Don’t forget to give State address. -—- 
2. Don’t forget to give author and opus of piece. 
3. Don’t forget to mention that the money enclosed is 
for goods bought or to be sent. “ Enclosed find $1.50 
for Fillmore’s Pianoforte Music,” may mean to pay for 
one already sent or one to be sent. 
4. Don’t forget to write order for music on a separate 
sheet, with name and address attached to it. 
5. Don’t forget to write name and address on return 
package. 
THE ETUDE. 
a good work as far as.it goes, but it lacks variety and 
j progression, besides being entirely made of the older 
j writers. The Sonatina' Album we have issued can be 
used with almost every pupil after the first year’s instruc 
tion. Some are beginning to use it in place of an in¬ 
struction or studies giving pure technic, such as scales, 
arpeggios, etc., from memory. - A table of contents of 
the volume will be found among the advertisements. 
Weliave issued a new catalogue of the Prestien Piano, 
which we will send to any one on application. To any of 
our readers who are contemplating buying a piano we 
offer a splendid opportunity to get a first-class piano at a 
low rate. The Prestien Piano is in every respect a su¬ 
perior instrument. Although it has a reputation all over 
this country, it is very popular in Philadelphia and 
surrounding country. We have been made general 
agent for the instrument, and are prepared to give our 
patrons the very best rates. Send for catalogue. 
The “Princess Snowflake,” an operetta, by Benj. 
Cross, was successfully given at Houston, Texas, last 
month. The papers of Houston contain full accounts of 
the performance. Here are a few sentences taken from 
the Houston Age: “ An artistic triumph, most thoroughly 
complete, was scored by the Vocal Union last night in 
their really superb rendition of that charming operetta, 
‘Princess Snowflake.’ The score is a bit of musical 
pleasantry, is replete with light, bright and sparkling 
arias, duets, and concerted pieces, while the dialogue is 
at times interesting and frequently decidedly witty. The 
calibre of the operetta is sufficiently pretentious to justify 
its inclusion in the repertoire of professional opera com¬ 
panies” 
In this issue we print one of the best productions of 
that talented American, Wilson G. Smith, “The Mill 
Wheel Song.” We predict for this piece a widespread 
popularity. We are ready to supply teachers with it in 
sheet form. Let teachers add this piece to their list of 
teaching pieces, as it is both instructive and pleasing. 
6. Don’t forget that the cheap editions (Peters’, 
Litolff, etc.,) are never sent on sale. 
7. Don’t forget that foreign fingered music is under¬ 
stood. If you want American fingered music, it will 
have to be so stated. 
8. DoAt forget to give number when ordering cheap 
editions. < - 
9. Don’t forget to make a paragraph of each thing 
you order. 
10. Don’t forget to be explicit. “Send me another 
of the Bame you sent last time,” is not enough, 
11. Don’t forget that music returned from distant 
points is cheaper by mail than express. If over four 
pounds, two packages can be made of it. 
12. Don’t forget to prepay all charges on return music. 
13. Don’t forget to sign your name. 
The delay in issuing Mathews’ Phrasing,JEol. II, and 
Strelezki Studies, Vol I, is unavoidable. The engraver 
has had all the matter in hand for six weeks, but owing 
to a rush of work he is unable to finish the plates as soon 
as expected. They are. now, however, about all finished 
and will be in the printer’s hands about the time this issue 
is ready. We will positively promise to fill all orders 
before the last of this month-. Had we been willing to 
allow inferior workmanship the works would have long 
ago been op the market.- We ask the indulgence of our 
patrons only a little while longer. In the meantime we 
we will hbla the special, offer open until May 1st. The 
offer is to send the Phrasing for 60 cents and the Stre¬ 
lezki Studies for 26 cents, if cash accompanies the order. 
Many hundreds of orders have been received, and it is a 
quite safe investment, as these works are very useful in 
general teaching. 
The Sonatina Album has, as we anticipated, proved a 
wonderful success. It is the finest collection of teaching 
pieces ever published in, one volume, either in this 
country or Europe. We expect to see it used instead of 
the Kohler’s Sonatina Album in Peters’ editib^^whicli is 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The -“ Sonatina Album ” came to me yesterday. It 
was welcome and will be a valuable aid to any teacher, 
combining so many pieces in one attractive whole, 
saving much time and energy in selection. It should 
find ready sale. Yours very sincerely, 
Fanny G. Levy. 
Mt. Vernon, March 12th, 1889. 
I have just received the Sonatina Album. It is cer- 
Taiuly a valuable collection of easier music for teaching 
purposes. Not only are the selections well chosen, but 
the editing is well and carefully done; and the print is 
so clear and binding so tasty that it is certainly a “ thing 
of beauty.” I will use it in my work instead of the 
“ Peters Album.” Besp. Yours, W. F. Gates, 
Crete, Neb; 
Your elegant new “ Sonatina Album ” is a treasure. 
It will be a delight to every student who takes pride in 
the posession of the choicest things in musical art. Its 
small degree of difficulty is an advantage to players of 
average ability, while its elevated character and fine 
editing commend it to critical musicians. 
G. W. Lovejoy, Auburn, Me. 
The Sonatina Album received. I think it is a collection 
which will be of great assistance to young teachers, both 
in the careful analysis of the pieces and good selection 
of same. I am very glad to be able to put it in the 
hands of some of my pupils who are beginning to teach. 
Very truly yours, Mrs. H. G. Stratton, 
Northfield Seminary, Nortbfield, Mass., March 18, 1889. 
Your Sonatina Album is received, and I am more 
than pleased with it. As regards correctness of text, 
clearness of print and appearance in general it is far 
superior to anything of the kind I have ever seen. 
Please send me two more copies. 
Yours truly, John Silvester, 
Director of Music in Lawrence University. 
Appleton, Wis., March^lSth, 1889. 
The Sonatina Album is at hand. The volume is an 
attractive one in all the details of its make-up, while the 
contents are musically of such a high order as to mark 
the work off quite distinctly from the ordinary bound-j 
collections of music. 
Very truly yours, William"MacDonald, 
University of Kansas. 
Lawrence, Kansas, March 23d, 1889. 
Northwestern Conservatory of Music. 
Charles H. Morse, Director, Minneapolis, Minn, 
I have examined Howe’s Pianoforte Instructor with 
much interest, and -am pleased to find it eminently 
practical and useful. It will be helpful to both teacher 
'5ffc 
Having received “Lessons in Mnsical History,” by 
J. C. Fillmore, a few days ago, I wish to express my 7 
pleasure in finding such a complete ontline of history in 
a book so well suited for the class room. 
For some weeks past I have given my class lectnres in 
history, which 1 have translated from the German, and it 
is a great relief to me that Mr. Fillmore’s work serve?:, 
as a good text-book to most of the ground over which H 
my class has gone. -f i 
Please send me 18 copies Fillmore’s Musical History i 
at once, to be paid C. O. D. What are your lowest terms 
for school supplies ? Respectfully, 
Mary F. Hall, 
Carlton College, Northfield, Minn. 
Indianapolis. 
After a careful examination of Howe’s Piano In¬ 
structor, I consider it in all respects a work of great 
merit. In my estimation it surpasses Lebert and Stork, 
being a mnch more valuable assistant to teacher as well 
as pupil. I most earnestly recommend its use. 
Sincerely, * 
Anna C. Wilcox. 
NEW MUSIC RECEIVED. 
Truthfulness, Piano, J. M. Blose. 
Swiss Song, Vocal, J. M. Blose. 
Jubilate Deo in D, Quartet, W. H. Gerrish. 
TWO COMPOSITIONS, by F. R. Webb. Published 
by J. F. Ellis, Washington, D. C. 
1. True. 
2. Menuetto. 
No. 1 is a song with simple and agreeable melody, 
effectively accompanied, which expresses the Bentiment 
of the text. The progression from the last chord, 1st 
brace on last page, to tee following chord was doubtless 
an oversight. - • ■ 
No. 2 Is, like the song, characterized by simple and 
pleasing themes, having the minuet form and spirit. Is 
very easy, with regular, simple periods. The middle 
section (Mittelsatz) of the first partis rather ineffective 
in this connection, from its lack of variety in contents. 
The engraving and printing, which were done in 
Leipsic, Germany, are models of faultless work. 
The composer might have been less sparing with his 
signs of phrasing and delivery. 
J. S. Van Cleye, of Cincinnati, has just begun a se¬ 
ries of monthly Musicales at his office on Mt- Auburn. 
These entertainments are unique in character, the first 
half hour being devoted to a lecture by Mr. Van Cleve 
on 44 Musical iEathetics” and Criticism, after which he 
plays some important work of pianoforte music, and the 
remainder of the. evening is filled with jthe^p er form an ces 
of his advanced students. \ . 
—It is reported that a Dr. Eisenmann, of Berlin, has 
invented a piano which, by the aid of electro-magnetism, 
can sustain, increase and diminish sound.. This has been 
attempted by other experts, notably Boehm, the inventor 
of the metal flute. Another novelty will be that by 
moving the electro-magnets the timbre of the tone is 
changed—for example, from that of a violoncello to a 
piccolo. 
After an absence of two years, devoted to systematic^ 
study in Vienna, under Leschetizki and Navratil, Mme. 
Helen Hopekirk appeared at several concerts in Edin¬ 
burgh. She played with much success Beethoven’s 
“Emperor ’ ’ concerto, and4 4 Son ataAppassionata;’’Vari¬ 
ations in C minor, Navratil; Minuet Capriccioso, Les- 
chetizki; Liszt’s Rhapsodie Hongroise, No. 12 and 
Nocturne in F sharp, Chopin. 
Mr. EUGENE E. AYRES, 
591 Dudley Street, 
BOSTON, MASS, 
Lecturer on Musical Literature and Esthetics. 
D. L. DOWD’S “HOWIE EXERCISER jj jJJ 
For Brain-Workers and Sedentary People. 
' I Gentlemen, Ladies and Youths; the Afch- 
:B|B^WtW;orInvaUd, A complete gymnasium."'1 
Takes up but six inches square floor- 
5 something new. scientific, dura- 
ble, comprehensive, cheap. Indorsed by 
JSSSSpSH twenty tl. sa d Physicii", 
Cl« rgymen, Edi > re and otht n i jw u ing it 8e id ft r 
illustrated circular, forty engravings, no charge. 
Pro! D;L.D0WD, Physical and Vocal Culture, 9 E. 14th Street, New York; 
and pupil, I am, very truly yours. 
(Charles H. Morse; 
“ What Can’t be Cured Must be Endured’’ 
THIS, FOR YEARS, has been the charitable view taken of the GREAT NUISANCE, 
PIANO DRUMMING. 
[tplr* 
THE V IRC 1L 
A SILENT PIANO, 
Is actually better than the Piano itself for learning to Play the Piano. The Piano is for the musical performance, the Practice Clavier for the 
preparation. - 
* A T^TTlVTMnikTOTTm T“W"*V T^nn A T> T TT1 TM-TO A nT W Q. INEXPENSIVE. PORTABLE. DURABLE. 
FOR EVERY 
PLAYER 
FOR EVERY 
TEACHER 
FOR EVERY 
PUPIL 
who would practice when he chooses, what he 
chooses aud as he chooses, without annoyance to any 
one, and with no one to hear his pieces or to know how 
much or how little they are studied. 
who would have his pupils make rapid and intelligent 
progress in overcoming all of the technical difficulties of 
pianoforte playing. q... 
who would gain true artistic playing ability, with a per¬ 
fect development of the requisite strength and endurance 
in the shortest possible time, and at the least possible 
expense. 
FOR EVERY in which the Piano is taught, where economy, the enjoy- 
SCHOOL ment of quiet and the effective public performance of its 
pupils are important considerations. 
FOR EVERY that would be relieved of the unpleasantness of piano 
FAMILY practice at home, and would have the children more 
interested in their music, and more appreciative of the 
pieces they learn. 
M w V-VJ V 3 (H It 5 JuTi] 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED with Teachers and Schools. 
Descriptive circulars sent free on application. 
For particulars address, 
BRANCH OFFICES: 
Boom 682, Hotel Boylston, Cor. Tremont and Boylston Sts., Boston, Mass. 
1704 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Best and highest endorsements by the profession. 
THE VIRGIL PRACTICE CLAVIER, 
X@ East IT'tfs. Street, New YprSs City* 
JUHE physical changes or developments 
in the anatomical mechanism neces¬ 
sitated by the technical demands of piano 
playing, and for the production of which 
so much monotonous exercise at the key¬ 
board is necessary, can now be attained 
in a more economical manner, by means 
of the Technicon, a scientific Hand Gym¬ 
nasium, founded upon physiological prin¬ 
ciples, involving results of the greatest 
importance to piano teachers. 
The profligate expenditure of time (as 
compared with results obtained) on tech¬ 
nical exercises at the piano, as also the 
severe wear and tear upon the” nerves and 
upon the piano itself, can now be avoided, 
and greater results be rapidly produced 
by means of this more direct treatment of 
the anatomical details. * 
A specific exercise is provided for each 
muscle or set of' muscles involved in 
piano playing, and in going through this 
scientific method of-hand treatment the 
concentration of the mental powers upon 
the separate muscular details, as they are 
brought into action, gives a discriminating 
mental power and control over them ; a 
feature which cannot fail to commend 
itself .to all thinking teachers. The 
special treatment of the wrist, and also 
the first, fourth and fifth fingers, are 
prominent features in the Technicon. 
Many teachers testify that fifteen minutes 
with the Technicon gives results equal 
to one hour of technical exercise at the 
piano. 
Important testimony has been received 
from leading Pianists, and Musical Direc¬ 
tors of Colleges, Schools and Academies, 
both of Europe and America, relative to 
the excellent results gained by means of 
the Technicon, and which will be mailed 
free, together with full infi 
application. 
PRICES.—In Black Walnut^ $22.50. In Mahogany, $27.00. Discount to Teachers, Schools, etc. Send for Circulars. 
N. B.—Important Work for Pianists.—The mechanism of the hand and arm/*analyzed and explained by means of diagrams, with explanatory notes, showing which 
muscles are brought into action for each particular movement of the arm, wrist or fingers. Invaluable to teachers for showing pupils which muscles should be used, and 
which should be kept quiescent, for producing the movements involved at the keyboard. Price 75 cents. To Teachers, 50 cents. Send stamps. 
CORRESPONDENCE WITH TEACHERS SOLICITED. 
J. BROTHERHOOD, Ho. 6 West Fourteenth Street, Hew York, N. Y. 
Agents for England, ATTGHNBR & CO., 86 Newgate St., London, E. C. I Agents for Germany, FRITZ SCHUBERTH, Herrmann Str., 16, Hambtrg, 
THE! ETUDE 
PMNGESS SNOWFLAKE, 
Or Beyond the Icebergs, 
A NEW COMIO OPERA IN THREE ACTS, 
WITH ORIGINAL WORDS AND MUSIC, 
Complete Libretto can be furnished on application 
By Benjamin Cross, Jr. 
PRICE SI.SB. 
Published by 
THEO. PRESSER, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
New * Lessons tint Harmons 
BY 
JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
, », - % 
“ We know no other work In which a musical student can learn bo 
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer¬ 
cise.”— The Nation, New York. 
This work is based on the ideas of Da. Huso BtEXAKH, and has a 
an appendix his lecture on “The Nature of Harmony.” 
“ A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the 
drift of modern speculation in music.”—The Nation. 
Dr. Biemann, “ The greatest living musical theorist.”—The Nation. 
Zeckwer Metronome. 
This Metronome is absolutely correct, 
very simple in construction and 
cannot get out of order. 
PRICE $3.00 
For Sale at the 
Philad’a Musical Academy, 
1617 SraXTCE STREET, 
J. PEILAD&LFEIA, PA 
MUSICAL 
ALLEG DO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game consists of cards, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Foil directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
keyB, Ac., accompany, the game. 
Those learning to play the Piano, Organ; Yiojin, or any other instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who wish to read music faster; in fact-,,all 
who are interested in music, need this charming, game. " 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. 
The names of the notes... 
The various keys In which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. “ 
The easiest way to learn to read music, _ 
You learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, even by children. 
Time devoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
A splendid game for evening pasties. 
A new departure—entirely unlike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. 
Interesting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. 
Those intending to study music will .find it to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons 
Price, 50 Cents. 
Address Publisher; 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street^Philadelphia, Pa. 
COURSE IN HARMONY. 
By GEO. H. HOWARD, A. M. 
TKICE $1.80. 
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course 
or tor an extended period of study. A groat saving of 
time to teachers." A real help to students. 
This work is being received with great favor, and is already Intro¬ 
duced in several of the best conservatories in this country.' In pamphlet 
form it ha* had a Su now that it is completed, it seems sore 
to take a leading place among works on Harmony. 
Simple explanations, short sentences and plain language throughout 
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students. 
It will lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Har¬ 
mony, but also to become able to distinguish intervals, chords, progres¬ 
sions and treatments by ear as readily as with the eye. 
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the' interest of the 
course is well sustained. If will not be found dry by any careful stu¬ 
dent. Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-book of this 
kind, never having appeared before. 
The book will be found interesting and helpful In every way to the 
teacher and the pnpil. It is also rich in suggestions for general im¬ 
provement and in reviews. In advanced study it will he found invalu¬ 
able. 
The conviction of ita excellence will strengthen as it is 
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the most 
popular work on Harmony yet,published. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
•f SPENGLER’S + 
System of Technic, 
FOR THE PIANO-FORTE. 
PRICE, 91.50. Limp Cloth, 93.00 
JZn Original and jiighly Interesting ’Woi^for 
Professional and J&xiateur. 
JTUST rVIiJLilSM.su. 
We offer in this System of Technic a work that is 
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and 
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities. 
While the aim has been to set before the player 
new and interesting matter, yet the more important 
facta are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit:— 
to derelope the weaker fingers, ana ato equalize the 
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac¬ 
custom fingers and- hands alike to every possible posi¬ 
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the 
mind as well as the fingers. ~ 
Adyice to Young Students of the Pianoforte. 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
PRICK, 10 CtB. 
Some good advice for every one studying the piano. 
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY- 
By CARL REINECKE. 
price, aa oto. 
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady. 
NHTURE-fGF-f H7TRM0NY. 
By Db. HUGO BIEMANN. 
(Second Edition.) PRICK, 35 eta. 
An exposition of some modern ideas of Harmony. 
METHOD OF STUDY. 
By C. A. MACOROLE. 
Among.the many topics treated, in this little pamphlet 
are**On a good touch,’? Repose in playing,” “ Magnetism 
in playing,” etc., etc. Pric^lG o^ta. - - 
FOB 
MUSIC TEACHERS. 
By E. M. SEFTON. 
Price, ■ - - SO Cent®, . — 
?ae book contains everything for keeping Account 
of Music Teachers;' Index; Daily Programme, a pag 
for each pnpil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., ett 
Address publisher, ■ - —^ 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Cfewfeot 8t* PhR&dsfehla, Pi 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UN PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE. 
Which establishes them as 
~~ UNEQUALED 
—nr— . 
Tone, M, 70110001101119,311 Drily! 
Hfrsry Piano folly Warranted for 5 Tears. 
WM. KNABE ft CO., 
82 ft 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE. 
COUNTERPOINT AND CANON 
By B. E. AYEBS. 
Price, One Dollar. Post-paid. 
It Is well known that many of our most valuable works on nnisteril 
theory are rendered almost useless to the average student, being post* 
ttselyincomprehensible by reason of the labored and careless styfela 
which they are written. Especially is this true of translations of Gar 
man text-bookB. These books may be characterized by their long and 
involved-sentences, ambiguities without number, and sometimes entire 
periods that express nothing whatever. Especially is this true of our 
“ Text-books on Counterpoint,?’ They are written by profound musical 
scholars, and yet written evidently long after they had forgotten the 
slow and easy steps by which they themselves arrived at their condo* 
dons. 
The author of this new work thoroughly believes in taking the timid 
student of the musical art by the hand and leading him gently, by easy, 
steps, to the heights of Parnassus. 
. It is with pleasure that we announce this new book on counterpoint, 
written originally in the English language. It clearly marks out all 
the student's work for him, and assigns him his definite writing exer¬ 
cises in each chapter. These tasks being indicated-® their proper 
place, the student may not be in doubt as to his work for a moment. ^ 
HISTORY OF PUP-FORTE MUSIC. 
By J■ O. FILLMOBS, 
" Mr. Fillmore deserves the thanks of the musical people for saving 
written a very. readable hook oa an interesting subject! • • ® Show 
au intelligence rare among English writers bn such topic.?/’—’Vhe Na¬ 
tion, Hew York. 
“ We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoroughly 
interest!ngwnd. most useful to all who desire to study the subject of 
I which it treats.—The AfAraatim, London, England. _ 
| Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teachers of America, 
1 We Present a Few Communications out of Many Received: 
“As one reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could be 
made to contain so much good information.”—W. 8. B. Mathbw*, 
“ It is worthy of very high commendation.”—Da Ws. Mason. 
“I can only express myself in the highest terms of praise concerning : 
It."—Dr. Louts Maas. - yv/ 
“ I wish every one of my pupQe to read and study this work,’ —Ww. 
H. Sherwood. 
“It is a mine of valuable information for the student, and should be 
in the hands of everyone interested in music.”—H. Cl,? ekncm Eddt. 
“ It is an extremely well-written and instructive work, and should, 
in my judgment, he in thehands of every earnest piano student. 
Dudlkt Buck. 
“I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be ln the 
library of every student of the piano."—Mm. Julia Rivi-Kwa. 
“ The book is well adapted to teaching, and I shall gladly introduce 
it to my pupils.”—Emil Liebliko. 
“ An excellent work.”—Amt Fat. 
“Every piano pupil onght to read it.”—Bichahd Zickwer. 
“Willprove a great aid to all earnest students.”—H. A. Clabkb. 
“The author is evidently master of his subject.”—John S. Dwight. 
PLAYS AND SONGS 
fob , 
Kindergarten and Family, 
BY A KINDERGARTNER. 
3PI2ICJ3E5 50 CENT®. 
The_most popular work of the kind ever published* 
It has passed through, numerous editions. 
' THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia Pa. 
SURE BARGAINS. 
gjlj jj |j|j|j|jjj •jjj fjj 
Operas—Piano and Vocal Score. We have over 200 
of these Operas, bound in paper cover; all are foreign, 
vyith German, French or Italian words. Most of them 
. are the original editions, and are to be had only in 
that form. AH-the moBt noted composers of-Europe 
are among them. Among the. Operas are Martha, 
Flotow; Star of the North, Meyerbeer; Favorita, 
Donizetti; Stradella, Flotow; Mirello, and Romeo 
and Juliet, Gounod; Margolaine, Lecocq ; Fra Diavolo, 
Auber, and numerous others. Many of these scores 
are marked as high as $10.00. We make a uniform 
price of $1.00 each, and pay the postage. Please state 
■- whether piano or vocal score is desired. 
TWO NEW BOOKS. 
Echos d* Europe. A collection of vocal music by some 
celebrated European composers, with foreign words 
only. Each volume contains from 30 to 50 choice 
songs by Italian and other composers. Price 60 cents 
* each, postpaid. This is not one-fourth of the original 
price. - 
Volumes of Plano Music. Containing Classical Music. 
Each volume has music by only one composer. These 
are foreign publications. Price 60 cents each. 
Foreign Songs. 10,000. pieces of Vocal Music, by the 
most eminent writers, such as Schubert, Mendelssohn, 
Rubinstein, Gounod, Verdi, Rossini, etc. The pieces 
are mostly the original editions, and have- foreign words 
only. In order that an idea can be formed of the 
music, we have made up a lot of samples into bundles 
containing 6 pieces, which will be. sent to any address 
for 26 cents, postpaid. 
Address THEO, PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa. 
A SI3LA]$fK EXEKCl&E BO©l. 
For the Analytical Study of Musical Compositions. 
For Students of Piano, Harmony, 
Musical Form, etc. 
By L. R. CHURCH, 
1208 Asra Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia. 
THE 
HENRY F. MILLER 
'IANOS 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’ 
PIANO COMPANY. 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
“Choice Classics. 
FOR PIANO. -f7 - 
A judicious selection from the works of foreign authors 
of the highest rank. A glance at the contents will be 
sufficient for players of musical discrimination. Printed 
from new engraved plates on finest quality music paper. 
CONTENTS: 
AIR DE BALLET.....JADASSOHN 
album; leaf. grutzmacher 
ALBUM LEAF ........BARGIEL 
AM EER... .SCHUBERT 
AT EVENING...  .SCHYTTE 
BARCAROLLE..........TSCHAIKOWSKY 
BONNE NXJIT.. NIEMANN 
CANZOK ETTA...    .JENSEN 
CANZONETTA..       .HOLLAENDER. 
CANZONETTA......  ..MERKEL 
CHILDHOOD'S FROLICS.. .MEYER 
CONSOLATION........;....... .. IJSCT 
CRADLE SONG.'. i..................................... KJERULF 
FIRST MEETING.   NICODE 
FLEETING TIME.  HABERBIEE 
FLOWER OF SPRING. ....HABERBIEE 
FR LICS......VOW WTLM 
HAPPINESS'‘■ENOUGH... SCHUMANN 
HERZENSLIEDCHEN....................HAUSE 
LEICHTES SPIEL...   .WOLFF 
LIED OHNE WORTE...  .HOLZEL 
LOVE SONG..  HENSELT 
MELODIE.........MOSZKOWSKI 
ELODIE....... t.. .VON HOLTEN 
MENUETTO .... .7.... :...    .SCHARWENKA 
MOMENT MUSICAL..   SCHARWENKA 
MURMURING ZEPHYRS....................(Jensen) NIEMANN 
NOCTURNE ..   .MEYER-HELMUND 
NORWEGIAN SONG..   .HOFMANN 
ON THE RIVULET......HOFMANN 
POLONAISE.........MERKEL 
REPENTANCE....».    .NICODE 
ROMANCE...     .RUBINSTEIN 
ROMANCE.  SCHUMANN 
SERENADE... ......HABERBIEE 
slumber son a...   .heller 
TRAUMEREI..;...SCHUMANN 
.VILLAGE MUSICIANS...........................vtvt.von WILM • 
ZUR LAUTE...     HOFMANN 
Price, in Boards, 
Price, in Cloth, - 
$1.00 
1.50 
“Classic Duos 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
ESTABLISESB 1879. 
WERNER’S VOICE. 
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voicft in all its Phases. 
A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬ 
vating and the Preserving of the Voice. 
zvm sorazz and ivzby tzaohzs -or sinaiua should havz is 
Werner’s Voice for 1880 will be Better and Brighter 
more Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and 
Larger in Circulation, with Increased Capital and 
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater. Attention to Analy¬ 
sis ana Criticism. 
$L50 A YEAR % 15 CTS. A NUMBER. 
v Mention Thk Enmx, and Bend for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy 
Address the Editor and Proprietor, 
EDGAR S. WERNER, 
. No; 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK. 
FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN. 
■. (With extra Violin part in separate binding.) 
Contains compositions by the best authors, and of 
absolutely unequaled merit They will be found equally 
acceptable for concert performances or drawing-room 
pastime. The separate violin part relieves both per¬ 
formers of the discomfort of playing from one book. 
Issued in the same carefol and costly style as “ Choice 
Classics.” 
CONTENTS 
ANDANTE AND MARCH.  BEETHOVEN 
ANGEL’S SERENADE... .BRAGA 
AYE MARIA... GOUNOD 
CONFIDENCE...  MENDELSSOHN 
GIP8EYDANCE... ...ERNST 
JNTERMEZZO..... MENDELSSOHN 
MEDITATION.:.... FAUCONIER 
MENUETT..  .BOCCHERINI 
MENUETTO.,....v......... ....'..GOUNOD 
MENUETTO... ...MOZART 
NIGHT SONG.... .........       .VOGT 
NOCTURNE.,,,..... ......MENDELSSOHN 
PAVANE, LA. :EIOBBERG' 
PIZZICATI (Sylvia).   DELIBES 
PRIEBE,-: LA...‘.  .ERNST 
REVERIE:...  FAUCONIER 
romance...   Schumann 
ROMANCE.       .HALEVI: 
ROMANZA...  .KRAUSE 
SERENADE.... <<... . .TITTL 
SERENADE....'... .SCHUBERT 
SERENADE...   HAYDEN 
SEBENATA.,.ii....MOSZKOWSKI 
SPRING’S AWAKENING..  .BACH 
TBAUMERIE,.^.... ........SCHUMANN 
Price, in Boards, including separate Violin part, $1.00 
“ 41 Cloth, “ “ “ “ |.5o 
FOR SALE AT ALL MUSIC. STORES. 
LATEST PUBLICATIONS. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STEEET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
ORDKR BY 
number only. Grade 1 to 10, PRICE 
868. Mattoon, E. S. Larghetto Grazioso. 
Grade IV....... $0 30 
This piece. Is adapted from Kreutzer’? Violin Studies. 
It is in nocturne style, with an exquisite melody. The 
piece makes also an excellent study in double notes. 
869. Everitt, L. Tripping Homeward. 
Grade III........r. 0 36 
Of a light character. Rhythm well marked in 
march time. 
870. Moelling, Theodore. Cheerfulness. 
Grade II..0 30 
A pleasing little piece In mazourka movement; at¬ 
tractive to the average listener. 
871. Otto, J. Innocence. Grade II.. 0 26 
A very simple piece of more than ordinary merit. 
The melody would he a credit to any writer. It 
sounds like Arthur Sullivan in his best vain. 
872. Otto, J. Tin Soldiers’ Parade. 
Grade II  0 25 
A child’s march; well made, carefully fingered and 
will prove an attractive teaching piece. 
873. Otto, J. Boat Song. Grade II. 0 25 
Cheerful and graceful. It is suggestive of the best 
in music. 
874. Otto, J. { g5Sf^eBgve. } » 25 
Two short pieces that will serve as an introduction 
to the classics. 
875. Otto, J. Weariness. Grade II.. 0 25 
Nothing better for a young pupil of promise. 
876. Otto, J. Trotting along. Grade II.... 0 25 
Easy without being commonplace. 
877. Otto, J. Dolly’s Dance. Grade II. 0 25 
This piece is not a whit inferior to the rest of the 
set' called Eight Pieces for the Pianoforte for young 
. players, without octaves. 
878. Meyer, Louis. Alioe. Valse de Salon. 
Grade IV..... 0 60 
This piece sprung into popularity at once. It is 
without doubt the finest piece.by this admired writer, 
who might be called the Gustav Lange of America. 
879. Moelling, Theo. Little Dreamer’s 
Waltz. Grade II.. 0 30 
Thirpl<*e will please as well as instruct. It has a 
distinct melody. 
880. De Konski, A. Op. 332. “ DoJLoye 
Me” Waltz. Grade IV.0 60 
One of the best compositions by this talented writer. 
The themes of the waltz are taken from the writer’s 
opera, “ Sultan of Zanzibar.” This is a good exhibi¬ 
tion piece. 
881. BieM, A. Op. 111. Chiming Bells 
(@Io<Senfipiel)» Grade III. 0 60 
A typical parlor piece. Nothing difficult about the 
composition.. It is pleasing throughout, and is in¬ 
tended to interest players of average capacity. 
882. Bryant, Gilmore W. * Op. 6. Forty- 
three Practical Piano Studies. 
Applicable to any grade.. 1 60 
These studies are designed to provide remedies for • 
the imperfections in playing. For pupils that have 
been taught improperly, or nave not paid sufficient 
attention to such “trifles” as legato touch accentua- 
_tion, value of notes, two notes against three, and 
thirty-nine others of similar nature. 
883. dementi, M^Qp. 37. No, ^ Sonatina 
in E Flat"..... 0 60 
- This piece receives an analysis in The Musician, by 
R. Prentice, which is perhaps the best recommenda- 
tionthat can- he given, as none but the choicest pieces 
are contained in thisixjok, ■ 
.'884. Liszt, Fr> Soirees de Vienne. No. 0. 
Grade VII..:..... 
This is one of the most popular of Liszt’s pieces. It: 
is founded on Schubert’s Waltzes, principally op. 77. 
This edition has received a careful revision at. the 
hands of Miss Neally Stevens, the concert virtuoso. ? 
885. Rubinstein, A Marche a la Tv que 
(Beethoven). Grade VI........ 0 85 
, An excellent edition of this celebrated Bravura 
piece. It requires a large hand to do it-justice. Itis 
_ an effective concert piece. 
886. Smith, Wilson, G. Scheraino (Kje- 
rulf. Grade III.?.. 0 80 
*■% - Fall of character'and grace,*'-It pbt&jsses much of • 
' . the Norwegian flavor. It is an acquisition to piano , i  
literature that players cannot afford to pass by. 
f; ' 
Er 
887. Schumann, R. Op. 124. No. 10, Slum- 1 
ber Songr. Grade IV.... 0 
A gem. Hoicomposition of Schumann’s with the 
exception of perhaps TrSumerei ls plaved more. This 
edition is very accurately fingered and phrased. 
888. The Twenty-four Scales in One. 0 
This Is the only consecutive arrangement of all the 
Major and Minor Scales. They are to play from be¬ 
ginning to, end without any interruption. 
889. Henselt, A. Repos d’Amour. 
Gr$de IV.. $0 
It is not generally known that this popular piece Is 
one of a set of Henselt 6tudea. The melody is carried 
first in the left hand while the right hand plays a 
guitar accompaniment. It requires to be gracefully 
played. The piece is marked Duo. The lower voice 
is heard in first half of the piece after which a second 
voice joins it. The accompaniment is played between 
the two melodies and is not so easy as might appear. 
The piece is well worthy of study. 
890. \ Berens, H. Op. 79 
Grade III. 
) . Book I and n. 
Each book.♦.. 
These studies are far superior to any Czerny ever 
wrote. There are more harmonic effects and more at¬ 
tention is given to'pbrasiDE. They are without octave 
and are about as difficult as Duvernoy of 120. To 
' those who want something of that grade there is 
nothing more superior. 
892.1 Concone, J. Op. 30. Book I and II. 
Grade IV. Each book. 
Charming studies for interpretation and deserve to 
he more used in teaching. Heller studies are not 
more pleasing, and with many pupils better results 
will he gained by using Concone, especially if there 
is a lack of musical feeling. If Concone will not 
awaken it nothing will. 
894. Bertini, H. Op. 100. Book I. 
895. “ “ “ “ “ II. 
896. “ “ “ “ Complete. 
Grade III. 
These studies are too well known to need introduc¬ 
tion. They are thoroughly musical and interesting. 
Most of tham are of the character of pieces. Our 
edition is one of the best on the market, being free 
of mistakes and neatly printed. 
897. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. Elfin Dance. 
Grade IY...1... 
898. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. Second Elfin 
Dance, Grade IV. 
899. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. The North 
Wind and the Pine. Grade IV..... 
900. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. As the Poet 
Sits by the Fireside. Grade IV... 
901. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. In the Twi¬ 
light. Grade IV..... 
902. Tapper, Thomas, Jr. Gavotte. 
Grade IV..  
The set of pieces is called “From My Sketch'Book.” 
They are highly characteristic—Mr Tapper is strik¬ 
ingly original in all his work, and in this set he has 
put forth his best effort. Those who desire music by 
American composers will find these pieces good rep¬ 
resentatives, Many are giving concerts made up 
solely of music bv American writers. This is com¬ 
mendable. Nothing will do more to encourage native 
talent than this. All the pieces of this and the fol¬ 
lowing set are excellent for public performance. 
903. Clark, Helen A. Certainty, 
Grade IV....... SO 
904, Clark, Helen A. Idleness. 
Grade III... 25 
905. Clark, Helen A. Unrest. 
Grade IV......... 15 
906. Clark, Helen, A. Out Seeking. 
Grade IV.... 25 
907. Clark, Helen A. -Joyous Hope. 
Grade IV...■...i.... 30 
908. Clark, Helen A. Complete.... 90 
912. Godard, Benjamin. Op. 54. Deuxieme 
Mazurka. Grade VII. ^ 
This is a superb composition. It has a fine melody in the 
bass, some florid rhythm of the most effective kind in the right . 
hand and is, taken_for all in all, a thoroughly charming and 
original composition.. It is a fine concert number. 
913. Holzel, Gustav. Songs without Words < 
(Lied Ohne Worte.) Db major. Grade V. i 
It contains two pleasing and well-rounded melodies, one-in < 
octave, and the accompaniment is characterized by repeated i 
chords. It will afford valuable, work for the student In the . 
study of the singing style. 
914. Volkmaxm, von R. Op. 63. NO. 2, Walzer. 
aus der Serenade. Grade IV. 
This composition is gay in mood, marked by distinct motives, 
well reiterated: and clever bits of flying imitation. One capti¬ 
vating tone-figure (D—C—B—G—F), catches the attention easily 
and takes a prominent place in the melody. 
915. Helmund, Erik Meyer. Op. 28. No. 1, 
Nooturne. Grade IV. 
In this beautiful and highly emotional composition, we find 
ourselves in the midst of modern harmonization, and we feel 
that the realmB of Chopin, Schumann and Wagner are not far 
distant. Its principal Ideas lie in three remote keys, viz: Gh, 
Eh and Bb major, but the transitions are made with graceful' 
Budden aess and not with abrupt awkwardness. It is a fine study 
for pupils of some advancement. 
916. Merkel, G. Op. 181. No. 1, Polonaise. 
Grade V. 
This composition is of moderate difficulty, and though not 
especially varied or impassioned, it is brilliant and will serve 
well to give the rhythm of the polonaise to the pupils mind. 
917. Liszt, FT; Rhapsodies Hongroises. No. 
2, Edition simplifiee par Franz Bendel. 
This is a simplification of that best known Hungarian Rhap¬ 
sody of Liszt, No. 2. It is lowered from C| minor to C minor. 
None of the brilliant effect of the original is lost in this edition. 
EDWABD BAXTEB PEBBY’S 
Fantasy for Piano, 
LOBBLEI.^- 
BASKD UPON THE RHINE LEGEND. 
Universally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written, in the old or 
new world. 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand. 
Played in 100 concerts throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, since its publication,March 1st, 1888. 
Address THE0. PRE5SER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
We have just published 
PRACTICAL HARMONY; 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
BY 
- SB. 9*. I.. BITTED. 
Price 75 Cents in Paper; si.oo in Boards. 
A work of the greatest importance to Btudents of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will 
' occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil-over the whole grouhd of 
harmony. All the rules are. covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro¬ 
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician’s difficult test regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
. Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
‘ DACTYLIOISL 
} FOB PIANO STUDENTS. 
A new invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Player. 
This set forms what is called “Ideal Pictures,” 
(Musterhilder). A set or suite of exquisite tone pic¬ 
tures in the Schumann type, and well worthy of the 
attention of all lovers of refined art. 
Bach, J. S. Gavotte and Bourse 
in G. Grade V....... 
Two attractive and instructive little pieces. Wall 
edited by Franc Elullak. 
Bachman, G. Lea Sylphes* , 
Vais©. Grade III..... 
This piece has grown immensely popular, princi¬ 
pally on account of the oasy, graceful movement. It 
has no “catchy” places, and will give pleasure to 
those not highly developed in muBlc. P" 
Godard, B. 
Grade V,«.i 
Op. 88. An - Matin. 
Godard has become deservedly fashionable with 
planistB. He is a strong writer in all styles of compo¬ 
sition. Although, a viounistthis reputation is based 
on his piano compositions and songs. Au Matin is 
perhaps one of his best efforts. ' 
PUPIL’S LESSON BOOK. 
Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen. 
The object of this work Is to systemize practice and stimulate the , 
student to better Btady. It contains a record of the pupil’s work - 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, With the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date-of each lesson' is 
also given, and in the back of the little book are four blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very usefol. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEO, PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Teacher’s Series, No. I. 
To be continued. The First Half Tear for the Piano or Cabi¬ 
net Organ. A complete technical course for Beginners, without the 
use of exercises. By Eugene Thayer, Mus. Doc. Op. 100. Copy¬ 
right: ' Price One Dollar. Special discounts to Teachers. 
Send for Circular. 
Published by EUGENE THAYER, 
1429 Park Avenue, Near 81st Street,? 
NEW YORK CITY. 
FIVE VALUABLE PA1PHLETS: 
“The Practical Value of Certain Modem Theorfe* respecting 
Science of Harmony.” By J. 0. Mlmore, Author of “His; 
toiy of, Music,”  . .............25 cts. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.” ' 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translates 
by John Behmann,.......25 cts. 
“Elementary Piano laitracticBi for Teacher or PupiL” ByAloyss 
Hermes,........;.15 cts. 
“Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 ralet’ for beginner*. By Albert W. Borst,......_10 cifat. 
“ Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. Madrore,.....10 eta. 
The Five sent by Hall for 50 cts. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Ghestaut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
H. B. STEVENS & CO., 
To strengthen the Angers. 
To improve the touch. 
To ensure flexibility land rapidity. 
To give correct position of the hand. 
To save time ana a vast amount of labor. 
I Price $3.50, Net. p" 
UnqualifietLendorsement of leading artists and teachers, among whom 
I are 8. B. Mills, Dr. Louib Maas, Madams Bivx-KiNO, Robert Gold. 
j beck, Oabltlr Prtbrsilra, etc., etc. 
I Sendfor circular giving detailed information. 
Address THEODORS PBESSKB. 
169 TBEMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
Agents for the low priced Editions of * 
Peters and Breitkopf and Hartel, Leipzig, 
Cotta, Stuttgart, and 
Augener & Co., London. 
ACCOUNTS OPENED ON YEBY FAYOBABLE TEBMSr^_r~S: 
ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. | J 
Catalogues free upon Application, and Bulletins of 
our new Music sent regularly to those sending us - 
their names. 
NEAT AND SUBSTANTIAL 
4MUS1C i- F-OiLIOS> 
OUR OWN MAKE. gj 
Pries 76 Cents. $6.00 per dozen, by Express. 
■aThis folio is without spring hack or ornamental work. It is a simple ■ 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, Phlla., Pa. 
AN IMPORTANT WORK. | 
Ijofo to CQLn&prsIanb SDQnsir. 
■ -Y VOL II. ■ 
BY W. s: B. MATHEWS. ,!' J 
PRICE 81.50. ^ 
Musical Miscellanies, Historical, Gritioei, f 
Philosophical, and Pedagogic. ; 
Among the subjects treated, are Self Culture in Music, 
Bird’s- eye View of Musical History, Wagner (3 Chapters), . • 
Theory of Piano-Teaching, Psychological relations of . 
music, etc., etc. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia 
wmmm 
I PREMIUM U 
A Gift to every one sending one other 
Subscription besides his own. 
TT7HE following list of premiumlls offered as an 
inducement to those who choose to work for 
The Etude. This is simply paying for work done. 
Teachers will find this list of advantage in 
soliciting subscriptions from pupils. 
Let it be remembered that we send the Etude 
free for one year to any one sending us four sub¬ 
scriptions at foil rates. 
We allow no premium for one subscriber. 
'Annul ascription $1.1. Sample Copy 15 cts. 
GUSH DEDUCTIONS. 
2 Subscribers,.$1.85 each. 
6 “    1.25 “ 
10 “ . 1.18 “ 
16 “   1.07 “ 
25 “    1,00 “ 
With the above no premium is given. 
PREMIUMS. ^ 
Music Teachers’ Class-Book, Sefton,....... 2 subscribers. 
Phrasing, by Mathews,..  2 “ 
Bach’s Lighter Compositions, Kullak,. 2 “ 
Sheet Music from my Catalogue to the 
amount of $1.60 for..... 2 “ 
Aliegrando-Musical Game,... 2 “ 
Pocket Metronome..................... 2 44 
Why8 and Wherefores in Music,. 2 44 
Practical Harmony, Bitter. 2 44 
“ I’ll Sing you a Little Song ’ ’ (engraving), 2 “ 
New Lessons in Harmony,... 3 “ 
Music Folio and Boll........   3 44 
Instruction Book, Piano or Organ,. 3 44 
Piano Teaching, LeConppey,. 3 “ 
Speagler’s Technic,.  3 “ 
Lessons in Musical History, Fillmore,. 4 44 
Musical Study at Home, Harvey,. 4 44 
Etude, one year............  4 44 
Pianoforte Music, Fillmore,.. 4 44 
How to Understand Music, either vol¬ 
ume, Mathews,.  6 44 
Dactylion.....   7 “ 
Album of- Photographs of Great Masters, 8 44 
Maelzel Metronome (by express), ..10 
Teehnieon (by express)....26 
Five-octave Practice-Clavier (by express), 60 
Seveh-oct&ve 44 “ 60 
u 
«« 
GRAND PREMIUM. 
FRIGHT PIANO. 
The publisher will Bend a new upright piano 
to the party sending the largest number of 
subscribers between December 15th, 1888, and 
June 15th, 1889. 
1. Hames of those who desire to try for this 
“premium must be recorded, and mention made 
each time subscriptions are sent in, so that proper 
credit can be given. 
2 The regular prejnimns. will also be given to 
those competing for the Grand premium. The 
Grand premium is considered an extra premium 
for the one-sending in the largest number of 
Subscribers. ‘ ‘ 
ADDRESS PUBLISHER, - 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
Square and Upright Pianofortes 
EQUAL TO THE BEST. 
TERMS REASONABLE. 
Send for Catalogue, to, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
General Agent, 
No. 1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
STUDIES IN 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By E. W. KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and 
other exercises. 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability to 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time. 
Price- @1.80, In Boards. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
MUSIC PUPIL’S TIME CARD. 
An accurate record of lessons taken and music received. Space 
given to arrange a daily practice schedule; also, for hints and cau¬ 
tions by the teacher, for marking the degree of excellence of each 
lesson, and blank receipts to be filled oat at the close of the term. 
Convenient in form ana an incentive to the pupiL 
“I like the card; think it is entirely practical.”—Emil Liebling 
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89. , - 
Price, 50 cents for a Package of 25 Cards. 
TOR SALK BY 
The Hoot & Son’s Music Co., 
CHICAGO, ILL., 
And THEO. PRESSER, 1704 CHESTNUT ST., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
American Anthem Book, 
NO- S3L 
By J. F. Kinsey. 
and we guarantee it to be in eontents andr-binding supe¬ 
rior to any other anthem book now offered to the choirs 
of America. Sample Copy, by mail, $1.00; per dozen, 
by express, #9.00. 
BARTLETT'S MALE QUARTETTE 
By M. L. BARTLETT. § 
A collection of new Sacred and Secular Quartettes. A 
book of Gems. Singing Clubs and Societies should get 
it. Single copy, by mail, 76 cents; per dozen, by ex¬ 
press, $7.50. 
THE ECHO MUSIC CO., 
LA FAYETTE, IND. 
u MRS. SPEAKER, J) 
DRAMATIC CANTATA, IN ONE ACT. 
—BY— . 
ALBERT W. BORST. 
PMC®, 81.00. 
44 The Operetta is as bright musically as it is clever in 
literary construction.”—Liverpool Review. 
London, Novbllo & Co. 
Philadelphia, Thsodobe“Prksser. 
Studies in Phrasing 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price SI.SO* 
I wort flat era? Student of tie Plano sMd study 
CONTENTS: 
Introduction. Principles of Interpretation. 
Method of Study. 
IliLUSTRATIONS 
1. Mendelssohn, First Song without words. 
2. Bach, Eonre in O. 
8. Chopin, Nocturne in E fiat. 
4. Mendelssohn’s Hunting Song. 
5. Schumann, Warasn. 
6. Mendelssohn, Spring Song. 
7. Schumann, Nachtstuecke in F, Op. 23, No. 4. 
8. Bach, Invention in E minor, 3 voice, No. 7. 
9. Schumann, Grillen. 
10. Bubihstein, Melody in F. 
11., Schumann, Polonaise in D, ont of Opus 2. 
12. Mendelssohn, (Duetto) No. 18. 
13. Schumann, Homewards. 
14. Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
15. Bach. Saraband in E minor. - 
16. Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
■ THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STEEET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE MANUMONEON. 
(Size, 10 x 6 x 7 inches.) 
An Apparatus of Five Keys with Adjustable Touch. 
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNIQUE. 
Combining, in the most practical way, the greatest number of gym¬ 
nastic appliances, “directly” useful to the hands of Pianists, 
Violinists or Performers on other-instruments^. Used and 
highly recommended by many of our leading Arlislt and most promi- 
’ Teacheri. neni
PRICE $10.00, 
IN BOX WITH FULL DIRECTIONS. 
In order to bring this valuable and scientific apparatus within the 
reach of hundreds of Applicant Teachers and Students of Music, I 
have concluded to reduce the price on the sale of 
300 1ANUM0ME0NS TO $5 EACH, C. 0. D. 
Send me your orders at once. P. O. Money Orders preferred. 
Checks must be certified. No response to inquiries unless accom¬ 
panied by a two-cent stamp. 
Address F. L. BECKER, 
ok * 174 East 82d St., New York. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Phila. 
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
By G. W. BBYAFT. . 
I? JE& I C 3E $li50. 
These studies are composed for the purpose of over¬ 
coming special faults and defects in piano playing. 
They are to be used only with pupils who have contracted 
certain bad habits. They are a medicine rather than a 
tonic. The^author has, in these studies, happily com¬ 
bined instruction with pleasure. 
Address! publisher, 
THEO. PEESSEE, Philadelphia, Pa. 
